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Abstract
The dead-ended anode (DEA) operation of a proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell
is a promising solution for applications with mild power density requirements. The hydro-
gen recirculation hardware can be simplified while maintaining high fuel utilization. The
simplified system architecture for DEA operation reduces thcost. However, nitrogen and
water accumulate in the anode, leading to decreasing voltage in alvanostatic operation due
to local hydrogen depletion or starvation. Anode purging isthus necessary to release the
accumulated nitrogen and water, and recover the voltage.
The thesis aims to optimize a DEA fuel cell by overcoming the disa vantages while
maintaining the benefits. One of the major issues with local fue starvation in DEA op-
eration is the corrosion of the carbon that supports the platinum in the cathode catalyst
layer, which dramatically reduces the durability. An along-channel and transient model has
been developed to predict the carbon corrosion and associate irreversible voltage degrada-
tion in DEA operation. The carbon corrosion rate and voltagedegradation were identified
quantitatively after model tuning. Simulation results suggest that purge interval and cycle
duration affect the spatiotemporal distribution of anode sp cies and, therefore, the car-
bon corrosion rate in the opposite cathode; consequently, amodel-based optimization of
these two design variables were performed to achieve high lifetime efficiency of a DEA
cell. There are three interrelated objectives in this optimization: the hydrogen loss dur-
ing the purge, the average voltage output between the purges, and the voltage degradation
due to the carbon corrosion. The simulation results show that the durability concern with
DEA operation can be reduced when a systematic engineering optimization is performed.
The highest lifetime efficiency is achieved with medium cycle duration and short purge
interval. Finally, the focus was turned to DEA operation without purging, in which sys-
tem equilibrium is observed under certain operating conditions. The criteria for achieving
such a nitrogen-blanketing based equilibrium with reasonable power output were analyzed
by solving the reduced-order model numerically and comparing with the full-order model
simulation. The results suggest another way of operating a DEA cell with minimum re-




A fuel cell is a device that generates electricity by a chemical reaction. Fuel cells have
been utilized as an ideal power source for a variety of applications such as automotive and
substitute batteries due to their significant advantages, i. ., high efficiency, low emission,
silence and simplicity [1]. It is anticipated that fuel cells will eventually replace internal
combustion engines in vehicular applications [2]. Among all kinds of fuel cells, the poly-
mer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells, also known as proton exchange membrane
fuel cells, is an ideal candidate for this purpose primarilydue to its low operating temper-
ature (60◦C- 90◦C) and fast start-up. The PEM fuel cell combines hydrogen and oxygen
(from the air) to produce electricity, water, and heat. Hydrogen generation from renewable
energy sources such as solar, wind, and waves or specializedgeothermal energy, even if
stored as compressed gas, can provide clean and high-density ergy, offsetting current
carbon-emitting practices.
The basic structure of the PEM fuel cell is shown in Fig. 1.1. The fuel and oxygen
(air) are delivered across the active area through a series of channels. These channels are
typically stamped into the electrically conductive backplanes so that the electrons can be
transferred to the current collectors and an electric circuit is completed. The Gas Diffusion
Layer (GDL), usually carbon paper or carbon cloth, is a porous material used to distribute
the reactant gases from the channel to the catalyst surface.The GDL is also designed to pro-
mote the removal of product water from the catalyst area, by treatment of the carbon with
a hydrophobic coating such as Teflon. The Catalyst Layer (CL) contains carbon-supported
platinum as a catalyst and ionomer to facilitate the proton tra sport from the membrane.
The CL is the place where the reaction takes place inside the fuel cell. A three-phase con-
tact between protons, oxygen and electrons take places at the ca alytic surface. Protons
are transported through the proton conductive membrane matrial, usually perfluorinated
sulfonic acid (PFSA), sandwiched between two CLs and two GDLs. Such a five-layered
structure is called a membrane electrode assembly (MEA). Membranes are non-conductive
to electrons, which are forced to travel through the external circuit to reach the cathode
1
and form the current. A thin Micro-Porous Layer (MPL) can also be inserted between the
GDL and CL to increase the electrical contact and aid in water removal from the catalyst










































































Figure 1.1 Schematic of a PEM fuel cell [4].
The PEM fuel cell was first commercially developed by GeneralElectric in the 1960s
for use by NASA on their first manned space vehicles [1]. Over th decades, there have
been great technical advances in cost, performance and durability. For example, the early
version of the PEMFC used in the NASA Gemini spacecraft had a lifetime of only about
500 h; that was, however, sufficient for those limited early missions. As a comparison, the
DOE currently targets 5000 h for fuel cell lifetime in automotive applications [2]. Also,
the early catalysts used 28 mg cm−2 of platinum. This high rate led to a widely held myth
that platinum is a major contributor to the cost of a PEMFC. In recent years, the usage has
been reduced to around 0.2 mg cm−2 with substantial power increase. At such loadings,
the basic raw material cost of the platinum in a 1-kW PEMFC would be about $10, a small
proportion of the total system cost ($47 in 2012 [5]).
1.1 Overview of Applications and Peer Technologies
The major application of PEM fuel cells (low temperature fuel cells) is in transportation due
to the fast start-up/shutdown feature and zero emission of greenhouse gases. Major motor
companies work solely with PEM fuel cells due to their high power density and excellent
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dynamic characteristics. Fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) have been developed and demonstrated,
e.g., GM Hydrogen 1, Ford Demo IIa (Focus), Daimler NeCar4a, Honda FCX-V3, Toy-
ota FCHV, Nissan XTERRA FCV, VW Bora HyMotion, and Hyundai Santa FeFCV [6].
Plans for commercializing FCVs by 2015 have been announced byToyota, Honda, Hyudai,
Daimler, and General Motors. Distributed PEM fuel cell power systems primarily focus on
small-scale applications (50–250 kW for decentralized useor <10 kW for households).
The high cost of PEM fuel cells in $/Kw, as compared to solid oxide fuel cell, remains a
barrier that prohibits their wide application in residential power supply. Nevertheless, sev-
eral auxiliary power units like Plug Power GenSys® and Ballard FCgen™ 1020 ACS fuel
cell systems are deployed in many locations, particularly banks and telecommunication
companies where the costs associated with power breakdownsare extremely high. Another
promising application is in portable power supplies, sincethe fast-growing energy demand
of modern portable devices such as laptops, cell phones and military radio/communication
devices may be restricted by the energy capacity of batteries. The power supply from PEM
fuel cell, in contrast, remains as long as hydrogen is available, although the feasibility
greatly depends on the hydrogen storage technology. Major electronics companies, such as
Toshiba, Sony, Motorola, LG, and Samsung, have in-house resea ch and development units
for portable fuel cells [6].
Generally, size, weight, and thermal and water management ar barriers to the commer-
cialization of low-temperature fuel cell technology [7]. In transportation applications, these
technologies face more stringent cost and durability hurdles. The cost of fuel cell power
systems must be reduced before they can be competitive with conventional technologies.
For example, the costs for internal combustion engine powerplants are about $25–$35/kW;
for transportation applications, a fuel cell system needs to cost $30/kW for the technology
to be competitive. The DOE Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Program Record shows that the cost
of an 80-kW automotive PEM fuel cell system based on 2011 technology and operating
on direct hydrogen is projected to be $49/kW, in which the Balance of Plant (BOP) con-
tributes $26/kW [8]. Although the durability of fuel cell sytems has not been established
for transportation applications, they will be naturally required to achieve the same level of
durability and reliability as current automotive engines,i.e., 5,000-hour lifespan and the
ability to function over the full range of vehicle operatingconditions (subzero to ambient
temperatures) [7].
As a comparison, the major applications of medium- and high-temperature fuel cells,
primarily molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFC) and solid oxide fu l cells (SOFC), focus on
stationary power generation systems. These fuel cells are typically part of a combined heat
and power (CHP) system since the high temperature exit gases and cooling fluids are a
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valuable source of heat for nearby buildings, processes, and facilities. One representative
application is in fuel cell/gas turbine hybrid system as thehigh-temperature exit gases and
cooling fluids can be used to drive turbines that can drive generators, producing further
electricity [1]. One major advantage over the low-temperature fuel cell is that the electro-
chemical reactions proceed much more quickly, and, therefore, noble metal catalysts are
usually not needed. Furthermore, the temperatures are highenough to facilitate the extrac-
tion of hydrogen from other, more readily available fuels (typically natural gas) by on-site
reforming. These high-temperature fuel cells, however, can rarely be used in transportation
applications.
1.1.1 Peer Technology – Redox Flow Battery
In grid-scale applications, researchers and engineers have focused on a variety of sustain-
able power-generation and energy-storage technologies that may be advantageous in both
cost and durability. Essentially, a fuel cell is solely a power-generation device, which re-
quires separate energy (hydrogen) storage units to supportunin errupted reaction. The
consumption of hydrogen is not a reversible process within te fuel cell, and the opti-
mization of hydrogen storage subsystem becomes critical toreduce the size and cost of
the whole fuel cell system. Advancements in fuel cell and hydrogen storage technologies
have to be coupled. Therefore, in stationary applications such as grid-scale energy stor-
age, fuel cell system is not the first option for both cost and durability. A redox flow battery
(RFB) as state-of-the-art power-generation and energy-storage device becomes a promising
candidate.
RFBs are attractive for grid-scale energy storage to level outthe energy fluctuation from
renewable resources such as wind and solar energies, due to th ir primary advantages of
flexible layout (separation of power and energy components), rapid response, zero emis-
sion, and high efficiency [9]. RFBs utilize the redox states of various chemical couples to
cycle between charge and discharge efficiently; typical couples including iron-chromium,
all-vanadium and zinc-bromine. Extensive research and development have been performed
on RFB systems to improve performance and durability and to reduc cost, with an ultimate
goal of wide application in grid-scale energy storage [9, 10, 11]. The all-vanadium system
perhaps is closest to commercialization among all types of RFBs. or example, in China,
which owns 11.6% of world’s vanadium resources, commercialall-vanadium RFB systems
up to 100KW/200KWh have been used in national grids since 2009 [12, 13]. The high
material cost for vanadium RFB, unfortunately, does not lead to sa isfactory power density
and efficiency, restricting its wide-spread adoption. A hydrogen/bromine system was thus
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proposed since the reactants are earth-abundant and inexpensive, and, as shown recently at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), high performance with high efficiency is
obtainable [14]. Nevertheless, it is essential to show thathigh performance and efficiency
are still achievable at a stack level with H2/Br2 system while maintaining competitive cap-
ital and cycle life costs [15]. In the H2/Br2 system, the durability concern is changed since
it is unnecessary to apply Pt in the cathode; a porous carbon electrode leads to satisfac-
tory performance due to the fast kinetics of bromine reduction in the cathode [14]. In the
charging cycle, however, the carbon and Pt may still experience degradation since the an-
ode potential could be increased to beyond 1 V depending on the charge rate. In addition,
there exists an instability of the cell coming from the absorpti n of bromide on the anode
platinum (i.e., Pt poisoning) [16], so that development of amembrane with low crossover
of bromide is underway at LBNL [17].
1.1.2 Peer Technology – ACAL Fuel Cell System
ACAL Energy Ltd. in the UK has developed low-cost PEM fuel cellsystems powered
by the company’s proprietary FlowCath® platinum-free, liquid cathode technology [18].
The concept of FlowCath® was proposed in 2008, and their 1-3 KWdemonstrators were
developed and optimized in 2010. Their innovative design isstill under active research
and improvement, with a goal of commercialization initially in small stationary power and
ultimately in automotive applications. Their system is essentially a fuel cell but shares a
H2/Br2 RFB feature of cathode solution-based recirculation. Therefore, we still regard it
as a peer to the traditional fuel cell system that typically applies anode recirculation.
The basis of the FlowCath® technology is that an aqueous solution-based redox ap-
proach is used for the cathode, instead of oxygen. A system schematic is shown in Fig. 1.2.
The cell consists of an anode flow field, electrode and membrane which are very similar
to the conventional anode and membrane. The difference is onthe cathode side, where
there is no conventional Pt/C catalyst. Instead, the membrane is in contact with the aque-
ous solution, called the catholyte solution. The solution passes through a porous electrode,
a typical electrode material being carbon. The solution contains dissolved species which
carry out the redox processes. The mediator is initially oxidized on entry into the cell and
is reduced at the electrode. A proton migrates from the membrane to balance the charge
as the mediator takes on an electron. The solution is circulated to a regenerator, where the
mediator is reoxidized, and oxygen from air is brought into contact with the solution. A
soluble catalyst reacts with the oxygen and protons to oxidize the mediator and form the
water.
5
Figure 1.2 Schematic diagram of the ACAL energy fuel cell technology [18].
In a conventional PEM fuel cell, peroxide formed under certain operating conditions
can dissolve Pt, and also damage the membrane. Crossover oxygen to the anode can also
produce similar damaging effects on the electrode and membrane [19, 20]. In an ACAL
system, the reaction between catalyst, mediator and oxygenoccurs in the regenerator; thus,
peroxy species can not contact the membrane or electrode. Inaddition, oxygen is con-
sumed by the catholyte without any crossover to the anode. Asthe catholyte is always in
contact with the membrane, the hydration is controlled by the catholyte. The membrane no
longer experiences any RH cycling as in a conventional PEM fuel cell. There is no Pt in
the cathode; instead, the polyoxometallate family based onvanadomolybdates is the cata-
lyst for oxidizing the mediator. For these reasons, an ACAL system exhibits a durability
advantage that conventional PEM fuel cell technology can hardly achieve. Moreover, the
flowing catholyte acts a cooling circuit; hence, extra cooling is not required.
Although the system has demonstrated advantages for small stationary applications,
the cost of reliability in automotive applications, particularly when the power requirement
is scaled up, is still unclear. The durability of the membrane d electrode is improved;
however, the degradation of the catholyte and sealing material could be a concern.
1.2 Dead-Ended Anode (DEA) vs. Flow-Through Anode
(FTA)
Flow-through operations are used on both the anode and cathode of most laboratory or
experimental hydrogen PEM fuel cell systems. However, the fuel utilization of a flow-
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through anode (FTA) operation is too low for commercial system, which normally uses a
re-circulation anode (RCA) to re-cycle excess hydrogen back through the fuel cell stack so
that the fuel utilization is increased. The RCA, shown in Fig. 1.3a, requires hydrogen-grade
plumbing and hardware such as an ejector/blower, water sepaator, and hydrogen humidifi-
cation. Water must be removed from the gas exiting the anode before it goes to the ejector
and then the dry fuel supplied to the anode must be re-humidified to prevent over-drying of
the membrane. These BOP components are necessary but add weight, volume, and expense
























 b) Dead-Ended Anode (DEA) 
 a) Flow-through Anode (FTA) 
Figure 1.3 Schematic of fuel cell systems with a flow-through anode versus a dead-ended anode.
A DEA operation depends on upstream pressure regulation instead of mass flow control. If the purge
interval is minimized, there is less need for hydrogen re-circulation and humidification systems.
Although the RCA subsystem can remove water from the gas stream, purging is still re-
quired to handle the nitrogen. The membrane is not an ideal seperator, and a small amount
of nitrogen can cross through, driven by the gradient in partial pressure from the cathode
air. Over time, this nitrogen accumulates in the anode feed system, which dilutes the hy-
drogen fuel in the anode [22]. The dilution of H2 lowers the fuel cell terminal voltage, and
hence the thermodynamic efficiency.
In order to reduce the BOP components and simplify the system,a dead-ended anode
(DEA) operation of a fuel cell system was proposed and implemented. In a DEA system
shown in Fig. 1.3b, anode pressure is regulated to supply exactly the amount hydrogen
needed to support the reaction (anode stoichiometry ratio one). Unlike a RCA, the DEA
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operation cannot tolerate anode inlet humidification, which would lead to flooding since
the water is not removed by the hydrogen flow. The use of a pressu regulator, instead
of a mass flow controller, and the removal of hydrogen ejectoror blower and anode inlet
humidification yields a system with lower cost and volume.
2012 2015
Figure 1.4 Schematic of fuel cell systems proposed by Argonne National Laboratory. A DEA
system architecture is expected in 2015 [21].
Figure 1.4 schematically shows the fuel cell systems proposed by Argonne National
Laboratory. Comparing the present system in 2012 and a futuresyst m in 2015, one can
observe that the BOP components, which may take up to 50% of thewhole system cost [21],
have been greatly reduced. Noticeably, the system in 2015 isexactly a DEA fuel cell sys-
tem without cathode pressurization. The ejector, blower, and control valve in the anode
have been replaced by simply a pressure regulator so that thesyst m cost is reduced. In
order to meet the power density requirement for automotive applications, the negative in-
fluences on power density from the removal of cathode pressurization and application of
DEA architecture need to be minimized. Therefore, advancesin both membrane and cat-
alyst technologies are necessary. For example, the future availability of high-temperature
electrolyte that does not require that the feed gases be humidified is essential [21].
Similar to the RCA system discussed above, nitrogen and water crossover is a concern
in DEA operation. The nitrogen is pushed toward the end of thechannel, by the hydro-
gen flow, where it accumulates. The accumulating N2 forms a blanket, which completely
displaces hydrogen from reaching the catalyst layer, effectively shutting down the power
production from the affected region of the cell [23]. Water vapor gradients between the hu-
midified cathode and the dry-fed anode also drive excess water into the anode, which can
cause the presence of not only vapor but also liquid water in the CL, GDL, and channel.
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The two-phase flow scenario in fuel cell is considered to givecomplexity in modeling [24]
and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. Unlike watervapor whose maximum par-
tial volume is dictated by temperature, liquid can fill the entire free space in the channels,
which is referred to as channel plugging.
Due to the nitrogen blanketing and water plugging, the fuel cell terminal voltage de-
creases with time in galvanostatic DEA operation. To avoid extremely low voltage, an
anode purge is necessary to release the accumulated nitrogeand water and to recover the
terminal voltage as shown in Fig. 1.5. The voltage thresholdfor purging the anode depends
on specific application. Generally, frequent purging leadsto quasi-flow-through operations
that may dry the membrane and waste hydrogen, whereas over-delaying a purge gives very
small voltage and low thermodynamic efficiency. The purge isimplemented by actuating
the solenoid valve at the downstream of anode for a certain per od. The purge interval is
thus controllable, and it is an important control factor to the system efficiency with a de-
tailed discussion in Chapter 3. The evolution of voltage as well as species distribution is
very repeatable between two consecutive purges. The repeatabl behavior is termed as a
cycle in the DEA operation.




















Figure 1.5 Typical voltage evolution during the DEA operation. A purge releases the accumu-
lated nitrogen and water, thereby recovering the voltage. The voltage evolution is very repeatable
between two consecutive purges.
1.2.1 Power Density
Due to the nitrogen blanketing and water plugging in the anode which dilutes the hydrogen,
the power density of a DEA cell is typically smaller than a flow-through one as shown in
Fig. 1.6. Note that the data [25] come from traditional Pt/C catalyst and membrane tech-
9









































Figure 1.6 The upper subplot shows the power density under a DEA and a flow-throug condition
from the experiments. For the DEA condition, the cathode supply RH is 100%,cell temperature
60◦C, cathode/anode pressure 4.0 psig, and cathode stoichiometry ratio 2.5. The purging was trig-
gered when the voltage reduced to 0.4 V. For the flow-through condition, the cathode/anode supply
RH is 100%, cell temperature is 60◦C, cathode/anode pressures are 2.5 psig, and anode/cathode
stoichiometry ratios are 1.2/2.5. The lower subplot shows the cycle duration for each current load.
nologies; namely, innovations in MEA components that can improve the cell performance
under DEA conditions are not considered. As the current density i creases, the power den-
sity difference between DEA and flow-through conditions enlarges, and the cycle duration
of the DEA operation decreases. When the current density is 0.8 A/cm2, the cycle duration
is only 3 min. Although increasing current load appears to improve the power density of
a DEA cell, the associated frequent purge leads to substantial amounts of hydrogen loss.
Thus, the DEA operation with a higher current load is akin to aflow-through scenario,
thereby achieving a larger power density in the range that has been tested with undesired
hydrogen loss. Despite the low power density, the DEA systemis still attractive in a va-
riety of applications with mild requirement on power density, e.g., auxiliary power units,
with the Ballard Nexa fuel cell module being one of the commercial products. Although
one approach is the ongoing innovation in MEA components which can increase the power
density under DEA conditions, control-oriented modeling ad optimization of a DEA fuel
cell are also essential for its current applications.
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1.3 PEM Fuel Cell Degradation
The degradation of PEM fuel cell components results in performance decay in power out-
put and even system failure. It is generally accepted that all components including the
membrane, catalyst layer, gas diffusion layer, sealing gasket and bipolar plate are subject
to degradation [26]. The degradation of GDL usually refers to the hydrophobicity loss due
to the prolonged exposure of the carbon to the oxidative enviro ment which leads to the
formation of carboxyl groups or phenols [27, 28]. The surface of GDL then becomes more
hydrophilic and the mass transport loss increases. Nowadays, the bipolar plate is usually
made of Al, Ti, Ni, alloys thereof, or stainless steel due to their good electrical conductiv-
ities and mechanical properties. The degradation usually refers to the oxide films formed
on the surfaces of these metallic plates and the corrosion ofthe stainless steel plate in
the corrosive acid and wet environment, both leading to enhanced contact resistance [29].
Compared with those components, the degradation of electrolyte membrane and Pt/C cat-
alyst is most important because it leads to significant performance decay or even abrupt
failure of the cell.
1.3.1 Catalyst Layer Degradation
The catalyst degradation usually pertains to the loss of active Pt surface area, which could
be attributed to several reasons including but not limited to sintering or migration of Pt
particles, detachment and dissolution of Pt into electrolye, and corrosion of the carbon
support. The well-known Ostwald ripening [30] suggests that small Pt particles may dis-
solve in the ionomer phase and then re-deposit on the carbon surface. The dissolution of Pt
in the ionomer phase may also dramatically degrade the membrane, because reduction of
Pt ions by the crossover hydrogen leads to the precipitationin the membrane [31]. On the
other hand, the random cluster-cluster collision of Pt particles on the carbon supports may
also lead to agglomeration [32], which reduces the active catalytic surface area. Generally,
it is accepted that the electrode potential, current density, membrane water content, operat-
ing temperature and cycling conditions would determine therat and dominant mechanism
of Pt particle growth [26]. Mathematical models suggest thae oxide layer can protect Pt
from dissolution [33, 34]. However, the kinetics of oxide formation are much slower than
dissolution; hence, the real effect of oxide coverage is difficult to identify experimentally.
Support carbon corrosion is another important phenomenon pertaining to catalyst layer
degradation. It is generally caused by the elevated interfacial potential (>0.8 V) between
the membrane phase and the metal phase. The elevated potential ca be observed during
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the startup/shutdown process of the cell due to the formation of H2/O2 boundary in the an-
ode [35, 36]. As shown in Fig. 1.7, the local interfacial potential between membrane phase
and metal phase at region D is dramatically increased to ~1.6V. Therefore, support carbon
is subject to oxidization and water dissociation may also occur. Nevertheless, under typical
operating temperature (65◦C) and interfacial potential (0.6 V), the carbon corrosion rate is
negligible [35].
Figure 1.7 Schematic of the carbon corrosion mechanism due to the clear H2/O2 boundary, which
usually forms during start-up/shutdown of the cell [35, 37].
It is found that, with the presence of electrocatalysts suchas Pt, the required potential
for carbon corrosion may be reduced to 0.55 V, with respect toreversible hydrogen elec-
trode (RHE), or lower [38]. The exact threshold potential value may depend on the catalyst
property and other operating conditions.
Similar to the start-up/shutdown case, local fuel starvation in the anode can result in
high interfacial potential and carbon corrosion. In DEA operation, it is the fuel depletion
or starvation which significantly affects the durability. The actual degradation scenario is
quite complicated due to the mutual influences: the loss of carbon leads to agglomeration
of Pt particles and the loss of catalytic surface area reduces the kinetics of carbon corrosion.
1.3.2 Degradation during DEA Operation
In DEA operation, both membrane and catalyst layer degradations have been observed
experimentally in our extended DEA fuel cell testing under 0.4 A cm−2current, 100%
cathode supply RH and 60◦C cell temperature [39]. As shown in Fig. 1.8, substantial
catalyst layer thinning had been observed at the cathode outl t region, whereas the mem-
brane delamination with the catalyst layer observed at the inlet region. Pin-hole failure of
the membrane was also identified by the low open circuit voltage (OCV) and substantial
hydrogen crossover.
As the carbon occupies the majority of catalyst layer volume, th observed catalyst
layer thinning can be interpreted as carbon corrosion at thecathode outlet region, followed
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Figure 1.8 Representative SEM image of the MEA cross-section in an aged DEA cell [39]. The
inlet region shows membrane thinning whereas the outlet region shows cathode catalyst layer thin-
ning.
Figure 1.9 The spatiotemporal evolution of species distribution in the anode during DEA opera-
tion (not to scale).
by collapse of the porous structure. The spatiotemporal evolution of species in the an-
ode during DEA operation is schematically shown in Fig. 1.9.With the accumulation of
nitrogen and water, the fuel depletes along the anode channel s time evolves, and it is
the channel-end region that shows the most severe fuel starvation. Correspondingly, the
cathode outlet region bears highest interfacial potentialand carbon corrosion rate.
During extended DEA operation, the membrane degradation tends to occur in the inlet
region [39, 25]. The observation of membrane thinning at theinlet region can be probably
explained by the dry fuel supply, since low gas RH and membranewat r content accelerate
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both the chemical decomposition [40, 41] and physical dissolution [42]. In DEA opera-
tion, liquid water accumulates in the channel end region with the front propagating towards
the inlet region that is in contact with dry fuel. A purge, however, clears the water in the
channel, after which the membrane in the inlet region is being dried until substantial water
has accumulated again. Such RH cycling on the membrane in the ilet/middle region along
the channel, together with the high local current, tends to trigger membrane crack, delam-
ination, and/or pin-hole failure. Note that the local current distribution is uneven with the
inlet region much higher than the outlet region, due to the fuel depletion along the channel.
For example, in a DEA operation with a 0.2 A cm−2 current load, the local current reaches
as high as 0.38 A cm−2 in the inlet region whereas it decreases to zero at the channel-e d
region as shown in Fig. 4.7.
The spatiotemporal evolution of species, membrane water content and local current re-
sults in more severe degradation in a DEA fuel cell as compared to a RCA one. The DEA
architecture simplifies the system and reduces the cost, butneeds to handle the stringent
durability issue. This scenario is not unusual in an engineer g innovation. It is antici-
pated that an engineering optimization of the purging scheme can reduce or eliminate the
durability concern in DEA operation while maintaining its benefits.
1.4 Methodologies
In this dissertation work, modeling and simulation are the primary methodologies. Fuel cell
models are used to understand and predict fuel cell behavior. S mple models can explain
the basic trends, e.g., how cell voltage changes when temperatur increases or pressure de-
creases. Sophisticated models can guide the engineering design, .g., what happens when
the gas diffusion layer thickness is reduced from 500 to 100µm. Some of the operating
parameters that interest fuel cell engineers are difficult to measure. For example, special
sensors and/or circuits must be utilized/designed to measur the local current density and
temperature [43, 44, 45]; in-situ measurement of membrane wat r content generally re-
quires neutron imaging [46] or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques [47]. Under
such circumstances, fuel cell modeling provides a more convenient way to investigate these
parameters from a physics-based approach. The modeling results can, in turn, guide the ex-
perimental design. Since all fuel cell models incorporate assumptions, validation against
experimental data is required to verify fidelity. The validat on can be either direct or indi-
rect, meaning that a readily measurable parameter, such as the terminal voltage, is usually
used for comparison with the corresponding model output.
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1.4.1 Computational Fluid Dynamics Modeling
The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) numerical method has been extensively devel-
oped to simulate fuel cell behavior since the early 1990s. Modern fuel cell models are
generally CFD-based so that detailed investigation and visualization of transport phe-
nomena, including mass, charge and heat, can be achieved. Pioneer modeling efforts by
Bernardi and Vebrunge [48] and Springer et al. [49] are fundamental to understand PEM
fuel cells. They both developed a one-dimensional, isothermal model of the MEA. Bernardi
and Vebrunge focused on the net water flux through the membrane whereas Springer et al.
studied the membrane hydration. Fuller and Newman [50] developed a two-dimensional
(2D) model to study the water and thermal management. Their model uses concentrated
solutions theory for transport in the membrane. Nguyen and White [51] studied the effects
of gas humidification on cell performance and reported that back diffusion of water from
the cathode to anode is insufficient to keep the membrane hydrated at high current den-
sity. They consequently concluded that the fuel and oxidantshould both be humidified for
satisfactory performance.
More recently, Gurau et al. [52] developed the first real 2D model for the flow chan-
nels and MEA. This along-the-channel model studied the effects of composition change of
the reactants. Um et al. [53] developed a 2D transient, along-the-channel model to study
the evolution of current density with changing cell potential. Um and Wang [54] extended
the work to the third dimension and also studied the effects of flow channel geometry
and layout. Wang’s group at Pennsylvania State University developed a large-scale CFD
model [55, 56] and started to model the two-phase transport in the fuel cells [57, 58]. The
two-phase transport in fuel cell is critical to water management and hence is under exten-
sive numerical study. Two-phase flow behavior has been investigated in different fuel cell
regions: catalyst layer and GDL [57, 59, 60], and flow channels [61]. In recent years, the
fuel cell modeling has extended to multi-dimensional and multi-phase framework to study
the more complicated physical and electrochemical processes in the fuel cell. For example,
a three-dimensional and multi-phase model has been developed t simulate the cold start
processes in a PEM fuel cell [62, 63]. The effects of water freezing in the membrane elec-
trolyte, non-equilibrium mass transfer in the catalyst layer, and operating conditions on the
success of cold start were investigated.
The advances in modeling have led to more thorough presentations of the electro-
chemical reaction and transport phenomenon, and more accurate p ediction of the fuel
cell performance. Meanwhile, more demanding computational resources are required.
Normally, only a section of the entire cell is considered in a3D approach due to the com-
putational requirement [64]. The trade-off between model accuracy and computational
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complexity is a difficult engineering challenge for most PEMFC research and development.
1.4.2 Control-Oriented Modeling
In this dissertation, a 1+1D (along-channel+through-membrane), isothermal, transient and
two-phase model has been developed to estimate the cell lifetime and perform the purge
optimization. Due to the along-channel stratified patternsin the DEA operation and
the vertical orientation of the DEA cell, multi-dimensional modeling is not necessary to
capture the voltage behavior and species distribution along the channel. The extensive
computational resources needed to simulate multi-dimensional model are not suitable for
control-oriented applications. One ultimate goal of this work is to control the purging cycle
to reduce degradation and maximize efficiency. The 1+1D approach is a good compromise
between model complexity and accuracy since the local current d nsity captures some of
the along the channel effects without increasing the computational complexity. The model-
ing of water transport through the GDL to the anode channel completes the along-channel
model framework with some accuracy, as the transport of two-phase flow within the porous
GDL is captured in only one dimension. The liquid accumulation in the anode channel is
finally modeled by tracking the liquid volume fraction alongthe channel. Another benefit
of the reduced-dimension modeling is that the water transport and voltage submodel can
be parameterized easily using analytical tools, as shown ina prior publication from our
group [65].
The model in this dissertation is developed based on the prior framework by Siegel
et al. [66, 65], which captures the nitrogen front evolutionvia a 1D along-channel model
and liquid accumulation via a lumped-channel approach. Themodel prediction agrees well
with the experimental data [67]. The present model capturesth liquid transport and ac-
cumulation via a distributed-channel approach together with the 1+1D feature connecting
the channel and GDL. Modeling the liquid distribution in thechannel is necessary to pre-
dict the purge flow and hydrogen loss accurately. The carbon corrosion kinetics are also
incorporated to predict the voltage degradation, which requir s the anode distribution of
an additional species, oxygen, to be modeled. The membrane degra ation and Pt disso-
lution are not considered in the model in order to avoid too many states and parameters
subject to tuning. Nevertheless, the model is used under conditi s with minimum mem-
brane degradation, and the loss of active catalytic sites isa sumed to be proportional to the
remaining carbon mass as compared to the original mass (see Chapter 2). The tuned model
can capture the voltage degradation in DEA operation with satisfactory accuracy, as shown
in Chapter 3.
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1.5 Summary of Contributions
Based on the prior framework, the DEA model has been extended to capture the carbon
corrosion behavior. To accurately account for the liquid water crossover and accumulation
in the anode, a distributed 1+1D (along-channel+through-membrane) and two-phase model
framework has been finally reached. The model has been tuned using experimental data of
along-channel species distribution, liquid water mass in the anode, and voltage evolution
within a cycle and voltage degradation over multiple cycles. Three groups of parameters,
i.e., the species transport, the reaction kinetics, and thecarbon corrosion related parame-
ters, have been tuned. The tuned model shows predictabilityon specie distribution and cell
voltage in wider ranges of current and cathode supply RH.
The present model is used for evaluation of a DEA cell such as in hydrogen utilization,
durability, and efficiency. It can also be incorporated intoa system-level model including
BOP components to examine system performance and cost.
The lifetime simulation of a DEA cell has been performed for the first time to capture
the voltage degradation in both multiple DEA cycles with purging and DEA equilibrium
operation without purging. The simulation represents an alternative way to study fuel cell
durability with little experimentation requirement, as compared to accelerated stress testing
(AST) which is a general approach [26, 2]. In addition, lifetime simulation captures the ac-
tual degradation mechanism in the fuel cell operation whereas AST cannot. It is designed
to test the material properties in an accelerated manner.
The feasibility of DEA operations has been confirmed by showing that a satisfactory
lifetime efficiency can be achieved by purge scheduling. Alternatively stated, the negative
influences from cathode carbon corrosion and hydrogen loss during the purge are limited
with careful purge scheduling. The reduced system complexity and cost for DEA fuel cell
become more attractive when the degradation problem is resolved.
Finally, the existence of an equilibrium in DEA operation has been identified. Oper-
ating a DEA cell under equilibrium is possible, which features minimum requirements on
power regulation hardware and purge optimization efforts,as long as the degradation due
to the extended operation under fuel starvation can be allevi ted by novel cell design.
1.6 Thesis Organization
As discussed in Section 1.3, DEA architecture simplifies thesystem and reduces the cost,
but introduces a potential degradation issue. Motivated bythis fact, the model was de-
veloped to quantify the degradation rate and identify the influences of design/operating
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parameters on the degradation. Finally, it is aimed to develop the control strategy that can
reduce the degradation in DEA operations. For this purpose,the carbon corrosion due to
DEA operation will be discussed in Chapter 2 of the thesis, which primarily comes from our
paper entitled ’Carbon Corrosion in PEM Fuel Cell Dead-Ended Anode Operations’ and
published in theJournal of the Electrochemical Society[68]. The model has been tuned
against the species concentration in the anode channel and the voltage evolution within a
cycle (Section 2.6).
The modeling results lead to a general conclusion that, to minimize the cathode carbon
corrosion, the purge should be scheduled before the fuel starvation occurs in the anode
channel-end region. A short cycle duration or frequent purging is therefore preferred for
reducing degradation. Such purge scheduling tends to make the DEA operation akin to
flow-through mode, and there is unavoidable hydrogen loss during the purge. Since high
hydrogen utilization is another benefit of DEA operation, itis of interest to elucidate the
trade-off between degradation and hydrogen loss. To this end, the DEA cell lifetime effi-
ciency is defined to study the impacts from two design variables, purge interval and cycle
duration, in DEA operation. This optimization of lifetime efficiency becomes Chapter 3
of the thesis, which is primarily from our paper ’Optimization of Purge Cycle for Dead-
Ended Anode Fuel Cell Operation’ published in theInternational Journal of Hydrogen
Energy[69]. The model has been extended to capture the liquid watertransport and ac-
cumulation in the DEA cell, so that the purge flow can be predict more accurately. The
model is further tuned against the liquid water mass in the anode channel and the voltage
degradation over cycling (Section 3.4).
Finally, the purge optimization motivated a further consideration of disabling the purge,
namely, whether the decreasing voltage with the purge disabled eventually evolves toward
a shutdown or an equilibrium of the DEA cell, and what are the op rating conditions for
reaching that equilibrium. The tuned model is used to identify the existence of equilibrium
and to investigate the characteristics of equilibrium. TheDEA system can be operated
under equilibrium if the power output is reasonable, so thatt e necessity of power regula-
tion and efforts in purge optimization can be greatly reduce. This study is Chapter 4 of
the thesis, primarily from our paper ’Experimental Validaton of Equilibria in Fuel Cells
with Dead-Ended Anodes’ presented at the European Control Conference 2013 [70]. The
modeling results of voltage evolution toward equilibrium and degradation under equilib-




The nomenclature of the thesis is summarized in the following two tables.
Table 1.1 Table of nomenclature
Local current density i,A cm−2
Average current density i f c,A cm−2
Number of cycles k
Scale factor for oxygen/nitrogen permeance kO2/N2
Time t,second
Mass m,g cm2




Radius of agglomerate ragg,µm
Reactive/Crossover flux (through membrane) per unit depthr,mol m−3s−1
Liquid water volume fraction s
Tunable power factor for remaining carbon q
Gas velocity u,m s−1
Convective velocity v,m s−1
Diffusivity D,m2 s−1
Cell voltage Ecell,V
Faraday’s constant F,C mol−1
Catalyst/Carbon loading L,g cm2
Molar fraction M
Total gas flux (along channel) Nt ,mol m−2s−1
Henry’s law constant H,L ATM mol−1
Diffusive flux (along channel) J,mol m−2s−1
Gas permeance K,mol m−1s−1Pa−1




Gas constant R,J K−1mol−1
Area S,cm2
Metal phase potential Vm,V
Coefficient matrix in Stefan-Maxwell diffusion (Chapter 2)W
Volumetric flow rate (Chapter 3) W,m3s−1
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Table 1.2 Table of nomenclature cont.
Greek
Transfer coefficient α
Tunable parameter for hydrogen reaction β
Electrochemical area γ,cm2 g−1
Membrane water content λ
Kinematic viscosity ν ,m2s−1
Efficiency (Chapter 3) η
Over-potential (The other chapters) η ,V
Membrane phase potential φ ,V
Scaler function in Stefan-Maxwell diffusion ψ
Porosity (Section 2.4.1) ε
Effective factor for remaining carbon (elsewhere)ε
Thickness of ionomer film δ ,µm
Shorthand/Subscript/Superscript
Anode AN

















Carbon corrosion in PEM fuel cell
dead-ended anode operations
In the DEA operation, the fuel depletion or even starvation in the anode due to the nitrogen
blanketing and water plugging can result in carbon corrosion in the cathode. To evaluate the
overall performance of a DEA fuel cell as compared to a recirculation anode fuel cell, the
durability should be considered in addition to the power output and hydrogen utilization.
This chapter investigates the effects of DEA operation on the electrode carbon corro-
sion of the PEM fuel cell. A reduced order isothermal model isdeveloped focusing on the
species concentration along the channel and associated membrane phase potential. This
model explains, and can be used to quantify, the carbon corrosi n behavior during DEA
operation of a PEM fuel cell. The presence of oxygen in the anode channel, although nor-
mally less than 5% in molar fraction, creates a H2/O2 front as N2 and water accumulate at
the end of the channel and hydrogen is depleted along the channel. The presence of oxygen
in the anode channel also results in a gradual drop of the membrane phase potential, pro-
moting carbon corrosion in the cathode. The corrosion rate is driven by the local species
concentration in the anode, which varies in space and time. In a co-flow configuration, the
large spatiotemporal patterns of hydrogen starvation in the end of the anode channel induce
the highest carbon corrosion, which, in turn, is shown to be moderated by the decreasing
terminal voltage during galvanostatic operation. Although not fully calibrated, the model
shows good agreement with preliminary in situ observations.
2.1 Introduction
The simplified balance of plant (BOP) and enhanced hydrogen utilization in the DEA op-
eration unfortunately come with a major concern. The accumulation of nitrogen and liquid
water in the anode channel during DEA operation may lead to local fuel depletion or star-
vation, and the associated carbon corrosion in the catalystl er becomes a problem.This
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accumulation also causes a gradual, but recoverable, drop in cell voltage over time. When
operating in galvanostatic mode, purges are necessary to rem ve nitrogen/water from the
anode and to recover the voltage. This periodic purging event causes voltage cycling in
DEA operation, with a cycle defined as the duration between two consecutive purge events.
The evolution of the cell voltage and the concentration of the species is very repeatable from
cycle to cycle, because liquid water and inert gas accumulate at he end of the vertically
oriented straight anode channels [67].
The hydrogen flow in a re-circulated anode makes convection adominant force that de-
termines the variation in channel gas composition. Convection is equally important in the
DEA operation [71, 23] despite the very low anode flow rates that have led to the use of the
continuous stirred reactor (CSTR) methodology in fuel cell with open channels [72]. When
operating with a DEA both convection and diffusion influenceth distribution of gasses in
the channel. Convection dominates transport at the channel ilet, pushing hydrogen, nitro-
gen, oxygen and water towards the end of the channel. Gasses and water crossover from the
cathode to the anode and accumulate at the end of the anode channel, blocking hydrogen
from reaching this region. The hydrogen depleted region grows, reaching back toward the
inlet as nitrogen accumulation continues during DEA operation. The presence of oxygen
in the end region of the anode channel, where hydrogen is depleted, is of particular concern
for cathode carbon corrosion.
The carbon corrosion in the catalyst layer is a major degradation source in operating
a PEM fuel cell [26, 2]. The carbon catalyst support in PEM fuel c ll is itself ther-
modynamically unstable due to its low equilibrium potential of 0.207 V with respect to
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) at 25◦C. Fortunately, under typical operating temper-
ature (65◦C) and interfacial potential (0.6 V) between membrane phase and metal phase, the
carbon corrosion rate is considered negligible [35]. However, it is also reported that electro-
catalysts such as Pt may lower the safe interfacial potential to 0.55 V or lower [38]. Hence
the threshold potential may depend on the catalyst performance nd operating conditions.
This chapter combines various mathematical models necessary for quantifying the car-
bon corrosion behavior in an operating cell with a DEA. In previous work [66, 65], a model
of the nitrogen blanketing and water plugging effects was developed for DEA operation.
The model predicts the fuel depletion observed in the experiments. Fuel depletion in the
anode channel not only results in cell voltage decrease but also triggers carbon corrosion.




would move backwards due to the lack of hydrogen ions. Thus, at the location of fuel deple-
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tion, oxygen could be generated from water dissociation, inaddition to the general source
of oxygen crossover through membrane. The amount of oxygen in the anode is negligible
whenever there is sufficient hydrogen (proton) supply sincet would be instantaneously
reduced to water. The insufficiency of hydrogen also promotes:
C+2H2O→CO2+4H
++4e−
although it proceeds at a slower rate compared with water dissoc ation.
Figure 2.1 Scenario of carbon corrosion in DEA operation (not to scale). Subfigure (a) Shows
the initial reactant distribution (uniform hydrogen) immediately after an anodepurge. Subfigure (c)
shows the reactant distribution and resulting change in interfacial potentialat the end of the channels
right before an anode purge. Subfigures (b) and (d) are the cathode membrane/metal phase poten-
tials corresponding to subfigures (a) and (c), respectively. The diffrences betweenVANm andφAN,
VCAm andφCA are termed interfacial potentials at anode and cathode, respectively. Thmagnitude of
interfacial potential directly determines the carbon corrosion rate. The difference betweenVCAm and
VANm is the cell voltage.
The scenario of carbon corrosion in DEA operation is as follows. As shown in Fig. 2.1a,
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initially ( t = t0), when hydrogen completely occupies the anode after a purge, the mem-
brane exhibits uniform potential alongy direction. The uniform potential is slightly
negative (~-0.01 V) as the anode metal potential is zero.
As time evolves (t = t1), hydrogen depletion in the anode occurs (see Fig. 2.9) due to
the nitrogen/oxygen crossover and the water flooding. The presence of oxygen in the an-
ode is crucial, which leads to the membrane phase potential drop in the area of hydrogen
depletion. Thus anode and cathode interfacial potentials increase compared with= t0 (see
Fig. 2.12).
A special case of carbon corrosion caused by the developmentof a H2/O2 boundary
in the anode that occurs during the start-up/shutdown process of the cell has been stud-
ied both numerically [35, 73, 74] and experimentally [37, 756, 77, 78]. The corrosion
mechanism for this case can be illustrated by Fig. 1.7, wherethe dotted line indicates the
H2/O2 boundary. In this case, the complete hydrogen starvation inthe rear part of the anode
channel leads to high interfacial potential (~1.6 V) at the cathode. The cathode carbon can
be completely oxidized within hours under such potential. Start-up/shutdown procedures
have been proposed to alleviate such carbon corrosion issues [79, 80].
In this chapter we employ a 1-D along-channel model to study DEA operation. Multi-
dimensional modeling is not necessary to capture the observed voltage behavior due to the
along-channel stratified patterns [81]. A carbon corrosionmodel is developed based on the
corrosion mechanism in Ref. [36] and then incorporated into our prior model which pre-
dicts the nitrogen accumulation [66, 82]. The important parameter to capture by modeling
is the oxygen concentration in the anode, and the associatedvoltage degradation due to car-
bon corrosion. In the following section, the model equations are presented and discussed.
The model is then validated in Section 3 with simulation results discussed in Section 4.
2.2 Model Overview
In DEA operation diffusion prevents the development of a sharp interface between fuel
and oxidant in the anode channel, which is different from thestart-up/shutdown case with
H2/O2 boundary. Nitrogen, oxygen and water can cross through the membrane in either di-
rection, however the convective flux due to hydrogen consumption causes the accumulation
of inert and product gasses at the end of the channel.
With these features and other simplifications, the major assumptions in the present
model are: 1) the model is simplified to one dimension along the c annel direction. 2)
The effects of liquid water are not considered in the model. 3) The electrochemical loss
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of Pt [33, 34] is not modeled. The particle size of Pt and formation of PtO layer affect
the carbon reaction rate, but we control the cell potential in both simulation and exper-
iments to avoid high interfacial potential (<1.5V) at cathode, thus the electrochemical
loss of Pt is minimized. The loss of active Pt sites, however,is eflected in the present
model via a correlation with the remaining carbon in the catalys layer. 4) The membrane
degradation, such as chemical decomposition of the polymer, also contributes to the cell
voltage decay [41, 40, 83]. The present model assumes a good membrane condition. Cor-
respondingly, the operating conditions for simulations inth s dissertation are chosen so that
a humidified membrane and small pressure difference across membrane can be maintained.
The model is not appropriate to be used with dry cathode supply (see Subsection 3.4.2). 5)
We consider only the carbon corrosion in the catalyst layer,and do not include any impacts
from the instability of the GDL material [2]. 6) The carbon corrosion is a dynamic pro-
cess which can alter the transport and electrochemical chara teristics of the catalyst layer,
namely, the values of physical and geometrical parameters used in the modeling. For sim-
plicity, these parameters remain unchanged during the dynamic process and all effects from
carbon corrosion is lumped into a tunable parameterq (see Section 2.4).
There are six dynamic states in the model: the molar fractions of N2, O2 and vapor
(nN2,O2,V) in the anode channel, the partial pressure of O2 (PO2,CA) in the cathode channel,
the mass of carbon support in the cathode catalyst layer per cm−2 (mC), and the membrane
water content (λ ). Meanwhile, there are two variables which satisfy algebraic constraints:
the membrane phase potential at the anode (φAN) and cell voltage (Ecell).
2.3 Reaction Kinetics







The oxygen reduction reaction Eq. 2.2 and carbon corrosion reaction Eq. 2.3 are very
small compared with the hydrogen dissociation reaction Eq.2.1 in terms of current density
(at least 1000-fold difference); nevertheless, such current d nsity corresponds to sub-
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stantial carbon loss in DEA operation. The carbon corrosionhown in 2.3 is generally
considered an irreversible reaction in aqueous systems [84]. Recent experimental observa-
tions [85, 86, 87] have shown carbon loss in the anode, which supports the inclusion of the
anode carbon reaction in the model development despite being less severe than the cathode.
In the cathode, only the reactions in Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3 are considered.
The local distributed current density in the anodeiAN is the summation of the main
reaction and two partial reactions:
iAN = iH2,AN+ iO2,AN+ iC,AN (2.4)
For the cathode, there are reactions of oxygen and carbon. The crossover hydrogen is
assumed to be completely consumed at the cathode catalyst layer, the accumulation effects
are ignored due to the cathode flow-through:
iCA = iO2,CA+ iC,CA (2.5)
Two algebraic variables in the present model, membrane phase potential at the anode
(φAN) and cell voltage (Ecell), correspond to the following two equations:
iAN+ iCA = 0 (2.6)







Equation 2.6 represents the local conservation of charge, the total anode local current
is equal to the cathode. We assume that the in-plane proton current can be neglected. This
assumption is valid due to the low ionic conductivity of the mbrane relative to the high
electronic conductivity of the current collector [36]. Note that the anodic current (releasing
protons) is defined positive and cathodic (consuming protons) negative. Equation 2.7 spec-
ifies the average (apparent) current density drawn from the cell which is a model input. It
is important to note that every term in Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7 can be expressed as a function of
φAN and/orEcell. Thus Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7 constitute the constraints for these two variables.








































































whereγ∗ (∗=Pt or C) is the active platinum or carbon surface area per unitmass andL∗
is the loading of platinum or carbon.γPt is measurable and widely known as electro-
chemical surface area (ECSA).φAN is the membrane phase potential at the anode catalyst
layer/membrane interface.DH2 is the hydrogen diffusion coefficient in the GDL. Equa-
tion 2.9 represents the effect of hydrogen diffusion through the GDL. Note in Eq. 2.10, the
oxygen partial reaction (water dissociation) depends on both hydrogen and oxygen con-
centrations, which is different from a normal cathode scenario where hydrogen ion supply
is considered sufficient. Also note that ideally, hydrogen ion concentration should be used
rather than hydrogen partial pressure, which is a simplificat on in the model. A similar
approach is used in Refs. [56] and [62].
















































whereεC is a fraction factor of remaining carbon defined by Eq. 2.17 toreflect the influ-
ences of carbon loss on the reaction kinetics and cell voltage. A similar power factor was
also used in [88] to account the decreasing rate of carbon corrosi n over time observed in
the experiment.
There are different approaches in modeling the carbon corrosi n rate since the mech-
anism is still not fully understood. The corrosion rate has been shown to drop with time
at potential [84], which suggests that the Bulter-Volmer equation may not give an accurate
prediction of the corrosion rate. This chapter focuses on the impact of distributed concen-
tration and reaction rates along the channel associated with DEA operation and presents a
way to quantify the carbon/voltage loss. Any model of carbonc rrosion, such as the one
reviewed in Ref. [84] may be incorporated into our modeling framework. A similar drop in
carbon corrosion rate over time is captured by the model through the loss of active platinum
sites in Eq. 2.17, with the parameterεC. The power factor in Eq. 2.17 is a tuned parameter
which may be studied and tuned in the future.
Cell voltage and local current are used to connect the metal/membrane phase potentials






φCA = φAN−RmemiAN (2.16)
2.4 Carbon Corrosion
As carbon corrodes, the electrode becomes thinner and the activ catalytic area decreases.
In Eqs. 2.12 and 2.14,εC is an effective factor to account for the influence of carbon loss
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wheremC,0 is the initial carbon loading per unit area andmC is the carbon mass per unit
area. The influences of carbon loss on the effective catalytic area are thus reflected, al-
though a more complicated model of Pt loss (such as dissolution and mitigation [33, 34])
has not been included in this work. IncorporatingεC in Eq. 2.14 also leads to an asymptotic
drop of corrosion current with constant potential, although this drop is associated with Pt
loss proportional to the carbon corrosion. Anode carbon loss is negligible compared with
cathode (as shown in Fig. 2.11), therefore the effective factor accounting for carbon loss is
not incorporated in Eqs. 2.8-2.11.
For Eq. 2.17, Ref. [89] uses a power factorq=4 to account for the influence of carbon
corrosion on the loss of catalytic sites and therefore the reaction kinetics for both carbon
corrosion and oxygen reduction. However, the authors stateth the value ofq is assumed
rather than fitted or derived. The reaction kinetics decrease (increase) as the carbon is be-
ing consumed ifq is positive (negative). Generally, the overall trend of reaction kinetics
is decreasing as the carbon corrosion continues due to the loss of catalytic sites. However,
it is likely to observe an increasing trend of carbon corrosion rate within a short period of
time due to the non-homogeneous property of carbon. The properties of the carbon de-
termine the value of parameterq and therefore the evolution trend. If the composition of
carbon is homogeneous, the corrosion rate tends to decreasewith time. If the composition
of carbon is non-homogeneous, the most vulnerable part willbe corroded followed by the
more resistant region. It has been reported that the amorphous core of the carbon particle
is corroded first followed by the graphitic shell, which is more resistant to corrosion for a
conventional carbon support [88]. This process corresponds to a positive value ofq. In this
dissertation work, a positiveq is assumed, which yields consistent voltage evolutions from
modeling and experiments.
As the carbon corrosion proceeds, the morphological structu e and the physical proper-
ties of the catalyst layer will change. Generally, the size of of carbon particle agglom-
erate increases, the porosity of electrode decreases, and the thickness of catalyst layer
reduces [90, 91]. The oxygen diffusion is diminished significantly since the surface of
catalyst layer becomes hydrophilic due to the carbon oxide species that form on carbon
particles, leading to an increased mass transport resistance [92]. From the EIS diagnosis,
it is also found that the charge transfer resistance enlarges dramatically, suggesting higher
activation loss [92, 93]. Therefore, physical parameters such as KO2 in Eq. 2.42 and i0,O2
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in Eq. 2.12 are dynamically changing with the carbon corrosion process, which is not cap-
tured by the modeling. As an approximation, the effective factor εC shown in the oxygen
reduction (Eq. 2.12) lumps in all those effects from carbon crrosion.







whereF is the Faraday constant andMC is the molar mass of carbon.
2.4.1 Agglomerate Model
In this subsection, the focus is to use the agglomerate modelframework, as an alternative to
the power law model shown in prior sections, to study the carbon corrosion and associated
voltage degradation.
The agglomerate model captures the influences of oxygen dissolution and transport
on the reaction kinetics by simulating the realistic catalyst ayer three-phase environment,
whereas it does not particularly describe the kinetics of cathode carbon corrosion. Utiliz-
ing the agglomerate model framework, the influences of carbon corrosion on the voltage
degradation are captured by changing the relevant geometrical parameters of the catalyst
layer. In the relevant literature, it has been reported thatt e carbon corrosion may start
from the center of the agglomerate if the shell is more graphitized [88, 94], and a hollow
structure can form, which eventually collapses with decreased porosity [90, 95]. It has
been recently reported, however, that structural collapsend accompanying loss of poros-
ity were not observed; rather, the wettability of the catalyst layer changes as the carbon
corrosion proceeds [92, 96]. Modeling such a complicated process is beyond the scope of
a macro-scale model such as the agglomerate model.
In the agglomerate model the volumetric current density is defined as [97, 98]:











where PO2 is the oxygen partial pressure in the pore of catalyst layer,εCLV is the porosity
(volume fraction of pore) in the catalyst layer, ragg is the radius of each agglomerate,δagg
is the thickness of ionomer thin film on the surface of sphere agglomerate,H is the Henry
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The reaction constant, kc, is given by:
kc =
Avi0,O2















L is the total catalytic area for ORR per unit volume of cathode catalyst
layer, A0 is the measureable ECSA (m2Pt/g), mPt is the Pt loading in mg/cm2, andL is the
cathode catalyst layer thickness. The cathode overpotential η is expressed as:




0 ▽· i dy=L ▽· i=iave, we have obtained the correlation between iave and Ecell
that can be used to generate the polarization curve. Note thathe anode overpotential is
neglected.
Some catalyst design parameters are used to calculate the related physical parameters.
The mass ratio between Pt and Pt+Carbon, Pt|C, is used to calculate the solid volume








Similarly, the mass ratio between the ionomer and ionomer+carbon, I|C, is used to









where mion is the mass loading of ionomer (mg/cm2). Then the pore volume fraction, or
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porosity, of the catalyst layer is simply:
εCLV = 1− εCLS − ε
CL
ion. (2.26)








whereεaggion is the volume fraction of ionomer in the agglomerate. A consta t ε
agg
ion is as-
sumed in the model.
The effective surface area usable to dissolve oxygen into the agglomerate per unit vol-
ume of the catalyst layer aagg is calculated by:
aagg= 4nπ(ragg+δagg)2εCLV . (2.28)
There is a correlation between ECSA (cm2/g), A0, and the Pt|C ratio obtained from a




It is not clear that whether this correlation holds for a specific type of Pt/C. Thus, direct
measurement of ECSA is still preferred.





Unlike in the power law model, the remaining carbon mass, mC, is not used in the ag-
glomerate model. However, if a CO2 analyzer is available at the downstream of the cathode
to obtain the real-time corrosion rate, we can calculate mC assuming that all the carbon loss
is in the form of CO2:







whereτ is the resident time of CO2 in the pipeline,t is any time later thanτ, and rp is the
radius of the pipeline. The spatial variability should be avoided by using high stoichiome-
try ratios in both anode and cathode during the measurement.The CO2 analyzer data can
also be used to tune i0,C in the power law model, which is planned as a future work.
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2.4.2 Model Parameters
There are many physical and geometrical parameters in the agglomerate model. One impor-
tant feature of the agglomerate model is to capture the influeces of geometrical parameters
on the dissolution and transport of oxygen towards the catalytic sites. For accurate mod-
eling results, these parameters need to be determined appropriately. Table 2.1 summarizes
how these parameters can be determined for a agglomerate-based c rbon corrosion model-
ing.
Parameter How to determine Value at BOL
mC(t) Calculated from CO2 ppm, Eq. 2.31 mC,0 from supplier, or measured
εCLV Measured εCLV,0 measureable
L(εCLV ) Calculated fromεCLV , Eqs. 2.24-2.26 L0 from supplier
Pt|C(mC) Calculated from mC Initial Pt|C from supplier
I|C Assumed to be constant Initial I |C from supplier, or assumed
ragg(mC) To be tuned to match polarization dataragg,0 tunable
δagg Assumed to be constant δagg,0 from literature
εaggion Assumed to be constant ε
agg
ion,0 assumed
n(mC) Calculated, Eq. 2.27 n0 calculated
aagg(mC) Calculated, Eq. 2.28 aagg,0 calculated
A0(mC) Calculated, Eq. 2.29 Initial A0 calculated
Av(mC) Calculated, Eq. 2.30 Initial Av calculated
H From literature
PO2 From cathode partial pressure of O2
i0,O2 From literature
Table 2.1 Summary of model parameters
2.4.3 Power Law Model

















where APt,0 is the initial ECSA (m2/g) and mPt,0 is the initial Pt loading (mg/cm2). The
overpotentialη is related to the cell voltage Ecell by Eq. 2.23.
2.4.4 Comparison of Two Approaches

































Figure 2.2 The polarization curves from both agglomerate and power law models with the ongo-
ing carbon corrosion. Cell temperature 70◦C and cathode O2 partial pressure 0.252 ATM are used
in the simulation.
The carbon corrosion is a very complicated process and normally coupled with the
Pt agglomeration, dissolution/redeposition, and oxidation. In the present model, the Pt is
assumed to remain in its original state. As the carbon corrosi n proceeds, the size of the ag-
glomerate will be reduced first, until the cathode collapses, which will lead to a decreased
porosity, reduced catalyst layer thickness, and increasedsiz of the agglomerate [90]. The
present model cannot capture the whole dynamic process. Instead, it is aimed to capture the
changes of several key parameters as the carbon corrosion conti ues and show how these
changes influence the polarization.
Figure 2.2 shows the polarization curves obtained from boththe agglomerate model
and the power law model, as the carbon corrosion proceeds (mC decreases). The values of
mC are chosen to represent the different stages in the corrosion process, as shown in the
first subplot of Fig. 2.4. There are two tuned parameters, L and ragg, in order to match the
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four polarization curves from the agglomerate model in Fig.2.2 to those from the power
law model. These two parameters dictate the geometrical changes of the catalyst layer with
ongoing carbon corrosion. The sensitivity of the agglomerate model to these two parame-
ters is shown in Fig. 2.3. Indeed, the polarization presentsa apparent decreasing trend as
ragg increases or L decreases due to the ongoing carbon corrosion, which is consistent with
the experimental observations [90].
In the seventh subplot of Fig. 2.4, the values of mC and L are used to calculateεCLV by
Eq. 2.24-Eq. 2.26. With the tuned parameterragg shown in the third subplot,aagg can be
determined by Eq. 2.28 and n determined by Eq. 2.27. Finally,the polarization curves for
each approach are obtained from Eq. 2.23 and Eq. 2.32, respectively.






































=1 µm, Pt|C=0.5, I|C=0.5
r
agg
 increases from 1, 2, to 3 µm 
L decreases from 25, 20, to 15 µm 
Figure 2.3 The sensitivity of agglomerate model to the parameter values of ragg and L. Cell tem-
perature 70◦C and cathode O2 partial pressure 0.252 ATM are used in the simulation.
With tuned L andragg, the agglomerate model can be approximated by the power law
model, as shown in Fig. 2.2, which indicates the fidelity of power law model for carbon
corrosion. Noticeably, the agglomerate model predicts lower cell voltage than the power
law model as the carbon corrosion continues. The power law model does not capture any
physical parameters relevant to the catalyst layer. Nevertheless, it features only two tunable
parameters (q andi0,C) and outputs similar polarizations, therefore more appropriate for a
control-oriented model and for parameterization given an unknown catalyst. As a compar-
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Figure 2.4 The parameter values in the agglomerate model, either from assumption or calculation,
as the carbon corrosion proceeds.
ison, the agglomerate model is more sensitive to the loss of carbon mass in terms of the
voltage degradation at the same current density. The effecto mass transport loss becomes
apparent in agglomerate model, which predicts lower voltages at elevated current densities.
The tuning of multiple physical parameters shown in Table 2.1, however, requires detailed
information from the catalyst supplier and/or elaborate experimental setup. In addition, the
tuning itself may become a multi-variable optimization problem that is difficult to solve.
2.5 Along-Channel Mass Transport
Extending the prior model framework of a ternary system (H2, N2, H2O) [82], the time-
dependent composition in the anode is modeled using Stefan-Maxwell equations for a
quaternary system (H2, O2, N2, H2O) and solved by spatial discretization and numeri-
cal time integration. The model describes the mass conservation (for the gas phase only)
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(Ji +niNt)+ r i (2.33)
for i = [1,2,3,4] = [N2,H2O,O2,H2], whereNt is the total convective gas flux,Ji is the
diffusive flux, andr i denotes the source terms (reactive and/or crossover fluxes per unit
channel height). All fluxes discussed in this chapter have a unit of mol m−2s−1. Only three
of the four components are independent in this modeling framework. We choose to model
the mole fractions of nitrogen,nN2, water vapor,nH2O and oxygen,nO2, as our dynamic
states. The hydrogen molar fraction can be calculated from the o her three sinceΣni = 1.
The anode pressure,Pan, is assumed to be constant since it is set by an upstream pressure
regulator during the DEA operation.









whereψ is a scalar function of the species molar fractions andW is a 4 by 4 coefficient
matrix (refer to [100]).
Assuming the outlet flow is given byNt(L) = Nout, then conservation of total mass (gas
mixture) allows solving of Eq. 2.33 forNt(x). SinceΣJi = 0 by definition, the equation for
mass conservation can be written as:
∂Nt
∂y
= Σr i (2.35)





+rH2O,crs(ỹ)+ rH2O,rct(ỹ)+ rO2,crs(ỹ)+ rO2,rct(ỹ)]dỹ (2.36)
The expressions forrH2,rct , rN2,crs, rH2O,crs are given below without further explanation

















whereRmb is the resistance to membrane transport defined in Ref. [66] and nd is the electro-
osmotic drag coefficient.
Given the fast reaction kinetics of crossover hydrogen at the cathode catalyst layer, the
partial pressure of hydrogen at cathode is assumed to be zero. Thus the hydrogen crossover





in which the permeance of hydrogen through the membraneKH2 is a function of membrane
water content and temperature [101]:



























wherePO2,CA/PO2,AN is the partial pressure of oxygen in the cathode/anode andδmb is the
thickness of membrane. For simplicity it is assumed that oxygen only accumulates in
the gas phase and not in the ionomer phase due to the large volume difference between
the channel and membrane. The expression foriO2,AN, the anode partial current density
of oxygen reaction, is given by Eq. 2.10. The permeance of oxygen through membrane
KO2 (mol Pa
−1m−1s−1) in Eq. 2.42 is correlated with temperature and membrane watr
content [101]:














wherekO2 is a scale factor for tuning the oxygen crossover flux,EO2=20 kJ/mol [102], and
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whereVw is the molar volumes of water in membrane, andVm=EW/ρmb,dry the molar vol-
ume of dry membrane (equivalent weight by density). Similarly, the permeance of nitrogen,

















In the cathode, the material balance for oxygen is established considering diffusion,
convection, reaction, and crossover. The nitrogen partialpressure can then be obtained
since the cathode system pressure is assumed to be constant.The oxygen partial pressure



























whereDO2 is the Fickian diffusivity of O2, h the channel depth, anduca,in the gas velocity





where SRca is the stoichiometry ratio in the cathode and S the total MEA area.
Note that Eqs. 2.33 and 2.48 correspond to the four states in the model (xN2,O2,V and
PO2,CA), and 2.48 is coupled with Eq. 2.12.
The six dynamic states together with two algebraic variables ar solved simultaneously
using Matlab ODE15s solver. The central difference scheme is used for discretizing spatial
derivatives. The parameter values of the present model are summarized in Table 2.2.
2.6 Model Parameterization
There are three tunable parameters:i0,O2, βH2 andkO2 (see Eqs. 2.10, 2.12 and 2.45).i0,O2
andβH2 impact the local kinetics of the oxygen reaction in the anodeandkO2 impacts the




Active MEA areaS 50cm2
Anode channel depthch,an 0.18cm
Cathode channel depthhch,ca 0.10cm
Cathode channel/Rib widthwch/rib,ca 0.07/0.08cm
Channel lengthl 7.27cm
Membrane thicknessδmb 25 µm
GDL thicknessδGDL 300µm
Physical parameters
Catalyst loadingLPt 0.3/2×10−3 g cm−2
Electrochemical area of PtγPt 6×105 cm2 g−1
Electrochemical area of carbonγC 6×106 cm2 g−1
Concentration parameter for hydrogenβH2 1.2
Concentration parameter for oxygenβO2 1.0
Anodic transfer coefficient for hydrogen reactionαa,H2 1.0
Cathodic transfer coefficient for hydrogen reactionαc,H2 1.0
Anodic transfer coefficient for oxygen reactionαa,O2 0.6
Cathodic transfer coefficient for oxygen reactionαc,O2 1.0
Anodic transfer coefficient for carbon corrosionαa,C 0.25
Exchange current density of hydrogen reactioni0,H2 1.7×10
−3A cm−2
Exchange current density of oxygen reactioni0,O2 2.6×10
−9A cm−2
Exchange current density of carbon corrosioni0,C 2.5×10−10A cm−2
Equilibrium potential for hydrogen reactionVeqH2 0 V
Equilibrium potential for oxygen reactionVeqH2 1.23 V
Equilibrium potential for carbon corrosionVeqC 0.21 V
Scale factor for oxygen crossoverkO2 0.72
Scale factor for nitrogen crossoverkN2 2.0
Initial carbon loading per unit MEA areamC,0 0.002 g cm−2
Anode reference pressureP∗i,AN, i=[H2,O2,vapor] 1.2755×10
5 Pa
Cathode reference pressureP∗i,CA , i=[O2,vapor] 1.2355×10
5 Pa
Number of meshes in numerical computationN 51
Operating parameters
Cell temperatureT 50◦C
Inlet pressure at anodePAN 4.5 psig
System pressure at cathodePCA 4 psig
Duration of a cyclet 1020 s
Table 2.2 Geometrical, physical and operating parameters


























cell are the species molar fraction and cell voltage data from sim-
ulation and experiment, respectively.M/N indicates the amount of molar fraction/voltage
data used for tuning,nre f /Ere f is molar fraction/voltage reference (range of the tuned pa-
rameter), andw1 and w2 are weight factors because the tuning focuses on both molar
fraction and voltage. Ideally, an optimization should be performed for Eq. 2.50 to find
the optima. In this dissertation, however, a factorial study was conducted for simplicity by
varying the three tunable parameters jointly to find the combination that gives the smallest
value of Eq. 2.50. Refer to Table 2.3 for the tunable ranges andtuned values fori0,O2, βH2,
kO2. The tunedi0,O2 is close to the one in Ref. [36].
It is found thati0,C has very limited influence on the species concentration and cell
voltage, although it directly affects the carbon corrosionrate. We do not have sufficient
experimental data for tuningi0,C at this time. It should be ideally tuned against the CO2
evolution rate, or concentration at the downstream of the cathode. The value ofi0,C is taken
from Ref. [36].
Quantity Range for tuning Value
Exchange current density of
oxygen reactioni0,O2
10−5−







Scale factor for oxygen
crossoverkO2
0.5-2.0 0.72
Power factor for remaining carbonq
0-4.0 [89] 1.5
Table 2.3 Tuned parameters
2.6.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental data of species molar fractions were collected using a gas chromato-
graph [66]. The setup is schematically shown in Fig. 2.5. A heated capillary tube was
inserted into the last anode channel near the edge of the cell(3 cm from the bottom corner),
it was then connected to an electrically actuated six-port rotational valve. A sample valve
placed downstream from the six-port valve, once open, allowed for filling of the sample
loop. After a sample was collected the six-port valve was rotated to close, and the high
pressure carrier gas helium pushed the sample into the GC foranalysis. The sample valve
was opened for 1 s, during which ~300µL of gas was removed from the anode channel. A
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second Solenoid Valve, shown in the lower right hand corner of Fig. 2.5, was used to purge
all of the N2 from the cell. The flow rate during the purge was approximately 0.5 SLPM,
and the purge duration was around 1 s in order to ensure that all of the accumulated water
and nitrogen are removed from the channels. More details about the setup and experimental
results can be found in [66].
The experimental results for comparison were obtained under the following conditions:
the anode is dead ended and the cathode is flow through. The operating conditions for
each case are indicated in the captions of the figure (i: current d nsity in A cm−2, T: tem-
perature in◦C, SR: cathode stoichiometry, RH: relative humidity of cathodesupply). The
anode/cathode pressure (absolute) is 1.2755×105/1.2355×105 Pa for all cases. These oper-
ating conditions are also used to obtain the simulation results. The selected portions of the
data to validate the model (Figs. 2.6-2.8) start fromt0=57495 s, 73786 s and 82940 s, re-
spectively (see [66] for the entire data set). For each case,the membrane water content and
local current density profiles at three locations (0.2, 0.5 and 0.9 fractional channel length)
are plotted. The fractional channel length of 0.9 corresponds to the GC sample location,







Figure 2.5 Illustration of the GC setup with six-port rotating valve. The marked locations 1to 5
(from inlet to outlet) designate the positions of MEA samples which were used for SEM diagnosis,
refer to [39] for more details of the degradation test.
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0.9 frac CH length   Outlet
0.5 frac CH length
0.2 frac CH length     Inlet
Figure 2.6 Top: Comparison of case 1: t0=57495s, OPC: i0.6-T60-SR2-RH75. For molar frac-
tions, markers are from experimental measurements and lines from simulation results. For cell
voltage, blue solid line is from experimental measurements and green dashedline from simulation
results. Bottom: Model predicted membrane water content and local current evolutions at selected
channel locations (solid line represents GC sample location) for case 1.
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0.9 frac CH length
0.5 frac CH length
0.2 frac CH length
Figure 2.7 Top: Comparison of case 2: t0=73786s, OPC: i0.4-T50-SR3-RH90. For molar frac-
tions, markers are from experimental measurements and lines from simulation results. For cell
voltage, blue solid line is from experimental measurements and green dashedline from simulation
results. Bottom: Model predicted membrane water content and local current evolutions at selected
channel locations (solid line represents GC sample location) for case 2.
2.6.2 Calibration Results
The simulated along-channel species concentrations agreewell with the experimental data.
In all three cases the model slightly over-estimates the cell voltage. This may be attributed
44






































































































0.9 frac CH length
0.5 frac CH length
0.2 frac CH length
Figure 2.8 Top: Comparison of case 3: t0=82940s, OPC: i0.2-T50-SR3-RH95. For molar frac-
tions, markers are from experimental measurements and lines from simulation results. For cell
voltage, blue solid line is from experimental measurements and green dashedline from simulation
results. Bottom: Model predicted membrane water content and local current evolutions at selected
channel locations (solid line represents GC sample location) for case 3.
to the influence of liquid water on the mass transport loss in calculating the cell voltage,
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which is not captured by the present model. In cases 2 and 3, there exists discrepancies of
nitrogen molar fraction at ~2000 s, which might be due to the liquid water plugging in the
channel-end regions. Nitrogen does not participate in any reaction, however its transport
can still be influenced by water plugging. Liquid water may block the outlet purge flow
and prevent gas from entering the sample loop, resulting in measurement error. As time
evolves over a cycle, the model predicts uneven local current distribution and membrane
water content illustrated by the bottom plots of 2.8. The best agreement between simula-
tion and experiments are observed for case 2 with current load of 0.4 A cm−2. This result
may be attributed to the relatively uniform local current and water distribution under this
operating condition. Thus, the same operating conditions are used for discussion of the
simulation results in the next section. The most uneven membrane water content distribu-
tion is observed in case 1, which is the result of high currentload and low cathode inlet
RH.
2.7 Simulation Results
In this section, we use the conditions of case 2 to investigate the spatiotemporal variation of
species concentration and partial current density. The operating conditions are as follows:
the temperature is fixed at 50◦C, and the total current drawn from the stack is 20A (0.4
A cm−2). The dead ended anode is supplied with dry (RH=0) H2 and the cathode humidified
air (RH=0.90) at a stoichiometry of 3. The tuned values in Table 2.3 and other parameter
values in Table 2.2 are used for simulation. Every 1020 seconds, the solenoid valve at the
anode outlet opens for 1 s to recover the cell voltage by releasing the accumulated nitrogen
and water. The results reported in this section are obtainedin one complete cycle from a
fresh start following a purge (100% hydrogen in anode) up until the next scheduled purge
at ~1020 s. Note that in the simulation, complete hydrogen starva ion does not occur even
in the channel end, because the anode is purged every 1020 second . This purge schedule is
consistent with the validated case 2 shown in Fig. 2.7, in which the system is purged before
severe fuel depletion occurs.
2.7.1 Species Concentration
The simulation results for the species molar fractions in both anode and cathode at selected
times (100 s, 500 s and 1000 s) are shown in 2.9. At t=1000 s, severe hydrogen depletion
(<5%) is observed within the bottom 20% of the channel in the anode, as hydrogen con-
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(d)
Inlet Outlet
Figure 2.9 Molar fraction evolutions of (a)hydrogen/(b)nitrogen/(c)oxygen in theanode channel
and (d) oxygen in the cathode channel.
sumed in reaction is displaced by gases and liquid water which cross over from the cathode.
These effects have been discussed in our previous work [67, 66]. In this chapter the oxy-
gen crossover, accumulation and its effect on carbon corrosi n are emphasized. Overall,
the molar fraction of oxygen is low (<5%) and it increases along the channel due to con-
vection. There are two sources for oxygen in the anode: crossover from the cathode and
water dissociation in the anode. 2.10 shows both the reactive and crossover fluxes of oxy-
gen in the anode at selected times. The negative value of reactiv fluxes indicates that the
net effect ofO2+4H++4e− ↔ 2H2O is moving forward and generating water (see also
Fig. 2.11b). As indicated by the absolute values of reactive/crossover fluxes, the average
rate of oxygen crossover is higher than oxygen consumption in the anode. The simulation
therefore suggests that crossover oxygen reduces the rate of water dissociation, because the
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@ t=100s, 500s, 1000s
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.10 Evolutions of (a) reactive and (b) crossover fluxes of oxygen in the anode.
additional oxygen moves the equilibrium towards the directon of water generation. This
increases the rate of carbon corrosion in the anode, since hydrogen ions are further con-
sumed in the region of fuel depletion. However, the calculated carbon corrosion rate in the
anode is still negligible, as shown in Fig. 2.11.
Examining the cathode molar fraction plot (subplot (d) in Fig. 2.9) we observe that the
oxygen profile is almost linear at t=100 s, being a result of relatively uniform local reaction
rates. At t=1000 s, the curve shows non-linear behavior due to the uneven local current.
The partial current density evolutions are shown in Fig. 2.11. As expected, the current
density of hydrogen reaction is decreasing with time at the channel-end region, because ac-
cumulated nitrogen and water displace hydrogen. The local current profile becomes more
uneven as time evolves. The magnitude ofiC,AN (~10−7A/cm2) from the simulation indi-
cates that carbon corrosion at the anode is negligible. The cathode carbon corrosion rate is
much higher, see Fig. 2.13 and discussion therein.
2.7.2 Interfacial Potentials
The variation of membrane phase potential in the anode is a direct result of the presence
of oxygen. In the model, the membrane phase potential at anode/cathode enters into the
Bulter-Volmer expression for the kinetic of each partial reaction (Eqs. 2.8-2.11). Fig-
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Figure 2.11 Anode partial current density evolutions of (a) hydrogen, (b) oxygen and (c) carbon
reactions.








































@ t=100s, 500s, 1000s
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.12 Evolutions of (a) anode and (b) cathode interfacial potentials. The cathode interfa-
cial potential decreases near the channel inlet because of the increase urrent density in this region
(Fig. 2.11(a)). The increase at the outlet is due to the anode side potentialshift in the same region.
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ure 2.12 shows the evolution of both anode and cathode interfacial potentials. The anode
interfacial potential is equal to the absolute value of membrane phase potential at the anode,
whereas the cathode potential depends on the overall cell voltage (see 2.15 and 2.16). Dur-
ing normal operation, with sufficient hydrogen supply everywhere,φAN should be slightly
negative (very close to zero). After 1000 s,φAN decreases to approximately -0.1 V in the
end region. The decrease ofφAN along the channel promotes the water dissociation and
carbon corrosion reactions at the anode. The drop is continuous over the whole channel
length, as opposed to the sudden drop due to a H2/O2 boundary induced during start-
up/shutdown [35]. Similar hydrogen molar fraction andφAN profiles, featuring a gradual
drop, were reported by Weber [103], except that the end region was completely out of fuel.
Membrane phase potential at the cathode (Eq. 2.16) is not plotted since the potential
drop through membrane is only ~0.01 V (estimated byiδmb/kmb, i=0.4A cm−2). The inter-
facial potential at the cathode,VCAm −φCA, is shown in Fig. 2.12. This interfacial potential
directly determines the carbon corrosion rate at the cathode. The predicted interfacial po-
tentials are not as large as in start-up/shutdown case [35] for two reasons. First, the cell
voltage in an operating cell is lower than the open circuit vol age due to thermodynamic
losses. Therefore, the resulting metal phase potential at the cathode is normally less than
1 V (see Eq. 2.15). The cell voltage is decreasing during a cycle of DEA operation, which
offsets the effect of the decreasing membrane phase potential. Therefore, a cell under op-
eration, either with flow through or DEA, would normally experience much less severe
carbon corrosion compared with an idle one in which H2/O2 boundary builds up. The sec-
ond reason is that in simulation the anode is purged before complete fuel starvation. A
postponed purge may lead to higher cathode interfacial potential and carbon corrosion rate.
2.7.3 Carbon Corrosion
The predicted local cathode corrosion rates in selected cycles are plotted in Fig. 2.13(a).
As hydrogen becomes depleted in the anode end region, the catode end region endures
the highest corrosion rate, which is caused by the increasedcathode interfacial potential in
this region (see Fig. 2.12). The cathode carbon corrosion rate at the end region is twice as
large as the inlet right before the purge. However, when the hydrogen depletion is mild,
the corrosion rate is much more uniform. The carbon corrosion rate predicted by the model
is higher than other rates found in the literature [88, 104].Unfortunately, a further anal-
ysis becomes impossible since the specifications of carbonsused in those works are not
disclosed.
but the carbon corrosion rate in the model has not been rigorously tuned. It can be tuned
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n @ beginning of 100th, 200th, 400th, 700th cycle
(b)
Figure 2.13 (a) Evolution of the cathode carbon corrosion rate in the 1st, 340th and 700th cycle,
respectively. The overall corrosion rate decreases with time due to the loss of catalytic sites. (b)
The remaining carbon evaluated locally by the percentage of initial loading after 100, 200, 400 and
700 cycles, respectively.
by the parametersq in Eq. 2.17,i0,C andαa,C in Eq. 2.14 once more data are collected,
particularly the measurement of CO2 concentration at the cathode.
The relationship between reactant distribution and carboncorrosion during DEA oper-
ation is captured by this physics based and tunable model. Since the connection between
carbon loss and voltage drop over time is included in the model, it can be used to de-
velop control laws to prolong stack life. The percentage of remaining carbon is shown in
Fig. 2.13(b). The initial carbon loading is assumed to be uniform. The uneven corrosion
rate leads to increased carbon loss along the length of the channel. The non-uniformity of
remaining carbon along the channel is not as severe as the local c rrosion rate before the
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Figure 2.14 Measured electrode thickness of the aged MEA, top: cathode and bottom: anode.
The dotted red lines denote the original thickness of electrodes at cathodeand anode. Numbers 1 to
5 refer to the sample positions shown in Fig. 2.5. More details of the degradation test are available
in [39].
purge because the local corrosion rate does not increase until a nitrogen blanketing front in
the anode channel begins to develop. If the cell could be purged before the corrosion rate
at the end region starts to spike, then the catalyst durability may be greatly improved.
The local percentage of remaining carbon at the beginning of100th cycle is consistent
with our experimental measurement of the aged MEA shown in Fig. 2.14. The data shown
in Fig. 2.14 also confirm that the anode carbon corrosion is negligible compared with cath-
ode. The trend at location 2 seems to be inconsistent with themodel prediction. This could
be attributed to measurement error and/or other degradation mechanisms not included in
the model. More experimental data are being collected to clarify the spatial variability, and
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initial results are reported in [39]. Nevertheless, the carbon corrosion rate can be indepen-
dently tuned since it has negligible influence on the speciestransport, because the current
density of carbon corrosion is at least 1000 times smaller than e main reaction (Eq. 2.1).
2.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we developed an along-channel model to predict the carbon corrosion in
DEA operation. The membrane phase potential in the DEA mode exhibits a gradual drop
along the channel, as compared to the start-up/shutdown case where the sharp boundary
between fuel and oxidant develops in the anode channel. Therefor different modeling
equations for the gas transport in the channels are requiredto describe the corrosion behav-
ior. This model captures the effect of nitrogen accumulation and current density distribution
on carbon loss. The carbon loss is related to a decrease in thenumber of active catalytic
sites via a power law correlation of the amount of carbon remaining in the catalyst layer.
The model predicts the non-recoverable voltage loss duringDEA operation associated with
decrease in carbon corrosion rate as the catalyst layer is thinned.
Experimental data including GC samples and cell voltage arecompared with the model
prediction and demonstrate satisfactory agreement at low current loads. A snapshot of the
temporal evolution right before the purge, shows that the carbon corrosion rate at the end
channel region is at least twice as large as the inlet region.The time evolving terminal
cell voltage directly affects the interfacial potential atthe cathode. Fortunately, the gradual
voltage decay, associated with higher local hydrogen current d nsity, during DEA operation
reduces the cathode carbon corrosion rate.
In the future the model can be improved by including the effects of liquid water, Pt
sintering, mass transport limitations due to changes in catalyst layer composition, and
membrane degradation. The addition of these factors may improve the model prediction of
non-recoverable voltage drop over time, particularly at high operating current. The present
model captures the effect of nitrogen accumulation and current density distribution on car-
bon loss. The carbon loss is related to a decrease in the number of active catalytic sites
via a power correlation of the amount of carbon remaining in the catalyst layer. The model
predicts the non-recoverable voltage loss during DEA operation ssociated with decrease in
carbon corrosion rate as the catalyst layer is thinned. The voltage prediction can be used to
develop better purge scheduling and closed loop estimation. If the cell is purged before the
corrosion rate at the end region starts to spike, then the catalyst durability may be greatly
improved. Purge scheduling that accounts for carbon corrosi n through a well calibrated
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model can balance the hydrogen loss occurring during a purgewith the durability issues
associated with delaying a purge event. Future work includes collecting data on cell voltage
and CO2 evolution to further validate and tune the actual carbon corrosion rate.
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Chapter 3
Optimization of purging cycle for
dead-ended anode fuel cell operation
Generally, in order to reduce the cathode carbon corrosion,evere anode fuel starvation
should be avoided by increasing purge frequency and duration, which may lead to sub-
stantial loss of hydrogen fuel and system efficiency. An optimization of the DEA fuel cell
operating scheme, considering both durability and hydrogen economy, is thus necessary.
Optimization of the purge interval and cycle duration, for agiven operating power, can
increase the fuel cell efficiency which depends on three interrelated objectives, namely,
the hydrogen loss during the purge, the average voltage output between the purges, and
the voltage decrease due to the carbon corrosion caused by hydrogen starvation over the
life-time of the DEA operation.
In advancing past results, this chapter shows how the purge cycl an be optimized for
better efficiency in DEA operation by considering the impactof carbon corrosion. For this
optimization, a model capturing the liquid water and nitrogen accumulation in the anode is
needed to accurately describe the evolution of corrosion rate and the amount of hydrogen
wasted during the purge. The optimization process is first defining a target range of purge
intervals based on the physical constraints of the actuatorand the model-based prediction
of the species concentration distributions. The search of optima is performed then by scan-
ning the target domain to quantify the trade-off between wasted hydrogen and reducing the
corrosion rate over a long time horizon.
3.1 Introduction
During DEA operation, nitrogen and liquid water accumulatein the anode channel, causing
a gradual drop in cell voltage over time [66, 105]. Purging ofthe anode channel recovers
the voltage by removing the accumulated nitrogen and water.A cyclic voltage behavior
can thus be observed when a periodic purge schedule is applied, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Representative voltage cycles during the DEA operation. tjbp is the end of thejth DEA
cycle (the moment right before thejth purge) and tjap is the beginning of the (j +1)th cycle (the mo-
ment right after thejth purge). Purge intervalδ t, which equals to tjap-t jbp, is controlled by a solenoid
valve downstream of the fuel cell anode. Cycle duration,∆t, is the amount of time between the
end of the proceeding purge, tjap and the start of the subsequent purge, t
j+1
bp . The accumulation of
nitrogen and liquid water in the anode channel between purges is responsible for the recoverable
voltage loss in a DEA cycle.
If allowed to continue without purging, the accumulation ofnitrogen and liquid water
in the anode channel during DEA operation would lead to localfuel depletion or starva-
tion, triggering corrosion of the carbon as catalyst support in the cathode. Cathode carbon
corrosion is a concern because it causes irreversible loss of fuel cell voltage and decreases
the stack lifetime. In our recent work [68] the spatio-temporal carbon corrosion rate due to
the elevated cathode interfacial potential during DEA operation has been studied via sim-
ulation. In addition, the uneven local current and membranewater content during DEA
operation may expedite membrane degradation including crack/tear, pin-hole and polymer
decomposition [41, 40]. The impact of degradation on cell terminal voltage and there-
fore efficiency over the entire lifetime of the cell, is an important consideration for purge
scheduling. In this chapter, we aim to elucidate the connection between purge scheduling,
degradation and efficiency over the entire cell lifetime.
There are many prior publications in fuel cell optimization[106]. Some focus on the
component design such as flow field [107, 108] and electrode [109, 10] and some on the
operating schemes [111, 112]. Usually, the objective of optimization is to maximize energy
output or efficiency [113, 114]. These prior works are based on flow-through operation of
the fuel cell. For DEA operation, early works mainly focus onreducing hydrogen loss
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or increasing power output via optimization of a specific operating parameter. Hikita et
al. [115] investigated the optimum humidification for a DEA cell according to current den-
sity, as well as the influence of operating pressure on the power generation characteristics.
Dumercy et al. [116] developed a stack model to calculate theoptimal purge frequency
for a three-cell stack with DEA in order to achieve satisfactory power output. Himanen et
al. [117] studied the influences of hydrogen pressures, humidification conditions and purge
valve duty cycles on the performance of an anodic dead-end mode PEM fuel cell with
free-breathing cathode. In a recent study of DEA operation by Choi et al. [118], hydrogen
pulsation is utilized to reduce the vapor partial pressure in the anode, thereby minimizing
the purge frequency and associated hydrogen loss. The dynamic performance of a stack
with near-dead-ended anode in a vehicular drive system was modeled by Dehn et al. [119].
They found that an increase in anode pressure is beneficial for near-dead-ended anode oper-
ation and does not lower the efficiency of the fuel cell system. Yang and Shi [120] designed
a six cell stack, with dead-ended anode and air-breathing cathode, to achieve uniform stack
performance and high efficiency. Mokmeli and Asghari [121] investigated the proper purge
time to achieve the minimum pressure fluctuations, minimum voltage loss and minimum
hydrogen waste by mathematical modeling and analysis. Their work, however, does not
focus on the cell efficiency in DEA operation. These early works aim to improve either the
power output or the hydrogen loss; however, the connection between these two factors has
not been studied thoroughly. Finally, the degradation of a stack with DEA, which is critical
for automotive application, has not been investigated in these works.
The objective of this chapter is to optimize the efficiency ofa DEA fuel cell via purge
scheduling while considering the performance degradationdue to carbon corrosion. The
optimization is performed on the purge interval and cycle duration shown in Fig. 3.1.
Operating conditions such as current load also influence both fuel cell efficiency and degra-
dation; however for a portable application these conditions are usually determined by the
power requirement and thus considered parameters in this study. The optimization is per-
formed based on the simulation results using a validated two-phase, 1+1D model, which
gives more accurate prediction of the purge flow behavior compared with those early mod-
els in literature. In the following sections, we will define the cost function and target range
for purge interval, present the model, and investigate the influences of purge interval and
cycle duration on the cathode carbon corrosion, power output, hydrogen loss, and lifetime
efficiency of a DEA cell.
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3.2 Objective for Optimization (Cost Function)
The objective of this work is to find the purge interval and duration that maximize the effi-
ciencyη for a given power level. The DEA cell efficiency, which considers the hydrogen










where∆hf is the enthalpy of formation of hydrogen fuel in J/mol. The cell is operated
under a galvanostatic load condition so that the current is con tant. The cell voltageEcell
is decreasing with time as shown in Fig. 3.1, therefore integration over a cycle is needed
to evaluate the total energy output. The voltage drop withina cycle is reversible, which
can be recovered by a purge. The irreversible voltage decay due to carbon corrosion is
also captured since the total operating time, ttot represents multiple cycles (Section 3.4.1).
Specifically, ttot equals tom∆t, wherem is the number of DEA cycles. By using differentm
values, one can either evaluate the efficiency from a single cycle and the subsequent purge
(Section 3.5.3), or multiple cycles to reflect the influence of cell degradation (Section 3.5.4).
The efficiencyη is therefore defined on the lifetime of a DEA cell.
3.2.1 Effects of Cycle Duration and Purge Interval on Efficiency
The DEA cell efficiency is adversely affected by the amount ofhydrogen fuel expelled
during the purge. The hydrogen loss during the purge dependso many factors, including
the anode pressure, temperature, purge interval and the condition of channel flooding and
nitrogen blanketing.







wherenH2 is the hydrogen molar fraction at the end of anode channel (y=L). The functional
dependence of Wtotal(y=L) on time is implicit, since Wtotal is expressed as a function of
gas composition at the channel end as shown in Eq. 3.21.
The purge interval can be controlled to achieveQH2loss= 0, that is, the purge only re-
leases accumulated water and nitrogen at the channel end andit stops when or before the
hydrogen front (yH2 in Fig. 3.2) reaches the channel end. However this purge schedule may
not give the best overall efficiency due to remaining trappednitrogen and water in the an-
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ode channel. The optimization methodology developed in this c apter can elucidate which
purge interval and cycle duration will give the best efficieny.
The 2nd term in the denominator in Eq. 3.1 represents the total hydrogen consumed





wherei is the current density in A cm−2, A is the effective MEA area, andF is the Fara-
day constant. If the hydrogen loss is not considered, i.e., QH2loss=0, Eq. 3.1 represents the
thermodynamic efficiency, that is, the efficiency of the fuelcel electrochemical conversion.
The efficiency defined in Eq. 3.1 depends on the current setpoint, or the power output







where the right-hand-side integral represents the total energy output in a DEA cycle. Due
to the carbon corrosion and associated voltage degradation, the power/energy output in a
cycle decreases with time. The power output PDEA is defined on the initial cycle when the
system reaches periodic equilibrium. Other operating conditi s such as cathode pressure,
relative humidity and stoichiometry ratio can also affect the power output by changing the
voltage evolution over time.
3.2.2 Target Range for Purge Interval
In DEA operation, a stratified channel distribution with water and nitrogen in the end is
expected for a vertically oriented (inlet at the top) cell. As shown in the upper graph of
Fig. 3.2, there is accumulated nitrogen and water in the channel end right before the purge,
which leads to local (end of channel) hydrogen starvation and voltage decay. The min-
imum purge interval,δ t1, places the hydrogen starvation front (yH2) right at the channel
end, i.e., hydrogen becomes available in the whole channel after the purge without any
hydrogen loss during the purge. As illustrated in the lower graph of Fig. 3.2, with an in-
creasing purge interval the hydrogen concentration in the channel becomes higher after the
purge, and the power output in the subsequent cycle would be larg r, although there is some
hydrogen loss during the purge. Finally, the maximum purge int rval,δ t2, should fully re-
store the hydrogen in the channel, i.e., the hydrogen molar fraction (nH2) exactly reaches
unity in the whole channel, leading to the highest power output in the subsequent cycle.
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These minimum and maximum purge intervals (δ t1 andδ t2) constitute the target range for
a purge.
The purge is performed by a solenoid valve at the downstream of the anode outlet.
There is physical opening/closing time for the solenoid valve; henceδ t1 needs to be further
constrained by a minimum operating time constant tSV of the solenoid valve. In practice,
this physical opening/closing time is between 0.01 and 0.5 second. A small value 0.02 s
is chosen for tSV in this chapter to illustrate the optimization results. Thepractical target
range for purge interval becomes [max(tSV, δ t1), max(tSV, δ t2)].
It is necessary to demonstrate the significance of target range for purge interval. Fig. 3.3
shows the efficiency as a function of purge interval spanningfrom 20 ms (tSV) to 900 ms
for two selected cycle durations. In the enlarged view, the effici ncies within the target
range are presented. It can be seen that the efficiency exhibits very small variation within
the target range, as well as a non-monotonic change with increasing purge interval. The
efficiency reaches maxima with the target range but drops rapidly as the purge interval in-
creases beyond the target range. Therefore, identifying the target range is an important step
for optimizing efficiency.
3.3 Model Presentation
In previous work [66, 68], we have developed a 1-D (along-channel), single-phase transient
model to study the nitrogen front evolution and associated carbon corrosion in DEA opera-
tion. The model predicted spatio-temporal evolutions of species concentration and carbon
corrosion rate have been tuned using the gas chromatography[66] and electrode thickness
measurement [39]. The physics based model can also predict the ell equilibrium observed
during DEA operation [122]. In this chapter we extend our model to capture the liquid
water accumulation in the channel end. A model of the channelliquid water is needed
because the water impedes the flow of gases during the purge, and a longer purge interval
is required to clear the channel when liquid is present.
The model inputs are the nominal currentI , cathode inlet relative humidity (RH), and
cathode stoichiometry ratio (SR). The cell temperatureT and Anode(AN)/Cathode(CA)
inlet pressuresPca/Pan, are fixed parameters in the model but may be adjusted prior tosim-
ulation for different experimental conditions. The model outputs are cell voltage, local
current density, molar fraction of each species in the anode, membrane water content, an-
ode/cathode liquid saturation in the catalyst layer, liquid water volume fraction in the anode































































Figure 3.2 A schematic illustrating the modeling domain (not to scale). Species molar fraction
(ni), liquid volume fraction in the channel (s), liquid front in the GDL (xf r,an, x f r,ca), membrane
water content (λmb) and liquid saturation in the catalyst layer (sctl,an, sctl,ca) are the distributed states
along the channel. The liquid water fully occupies the channel when the volume fraction reaches
unity. Nitrogen blanketing also contributes to the hydrogen starvation in the channel end. A purge
can release the accumulated water and nitrogen, thus restoring the hydrogen c ncentration in the
channel. Increasing purge interval leads to higher average hydrogen concentration right after the
purge.
quantity while the other outputs represent the vector of distributed values along the channel
(y direction). Fig. 3.2 illustrates the modeling domain; the cathode channel is not modeled
for simplicity. Since the model is developed based on our published works [66, 65, 68],
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Figure 3.3 The lifetime efficiency with different purge intervals at two selected cycle durations.
The definition of lifetime is discussed in Section 3.4. The operating conditions are: cu rent density
0.6 A/cm2, cell temperature 50◦C, cathode stoichiometry ratio 3, and RH 100%. Monotonic and
rapid drop of efficiency has been observed as the purge interval increases beyond the target range.
those equations from prior model framework are summarized in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 with
references.
The initial model assumptions can be summarized as: 1) the model is isothermal; 2)
1+1 D (along-channel + through-membrane); 3) the cell degradation is solely due to car-
bon corrosion in the cathode. More detailed assumptions on each subsystem are discussed
in associated subsections.
In Eq. 3.5 in Table 3.1, the volume fraction term, 1− s, is introduced to account for
the change of mass due to the volume change from liquid accumulation. Whens=0, this
equation reduces to the single phase equation of material balance. A similar approach to
handle the water phase change in the transport equation can be found in [62, 123]. Only
three of the four gas components are independent in this modeling framework. We chose
to model the mole fractions of nitrogen (N2), oxygen (nO2) and water vapor (nV) as our
dynamic states. The anode pressure,Pan is assumed to be constant since it is set by an
upstream pressure regulator during the DEA operation.
The impact of carbon corrosion on the exchange current density i the Butler-Volmer
equation is captured by the effective factor,εC in Eq. 3.18, which models the catalytic site
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Table 3.1 Summary of modeling equations
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sctl,an λan = (1−sctl,an)λ ∗+sctl,anλmax [65] (3.10)






loss. The power factorq is a tuned parameter in [68]. IncorporatingεC in carbon corro-
sion kinetics leads to an asymptotic drop of corrosion current with constant potential. A
more complicated model of Pt loss (such as dissolution and mitigation [33, 34]) has not
been included in this work, and the carbon corrosion is considered as the sole degradation
source.
3.3.1 Liquid Water Transport in the Anode Channel
In literature, there are two common ways to track the two-phase water transport in the
channel and GDL: the multi-phase mixture (M2) [56] and two-fluid models [123]. In this
chapter, the two-fluid approach is used to track the liquid volume fraction along the chan-
nel. Rather than calculating the gas phase velocity from the momentum equation, the total
gas flux Nt can be readily converted to velocity, then an interfacial drg coefficient f(s)
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Table 3.2 Physical, transport and kinetic properties
Quantity Value Ref.
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Membrane potential at cathode φCA = φAN−RmemiAN [68]
(3.16)


















between liquid and gas phase velocities is used to obtain theliquid phase velocity [123].
Taking into account diffusion, convection and source term,the liquid water volume



















whereρw is the density of water in Kg/m3, Mw is the molar mass of water in Kg/mol, and
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Ds is the liquid diffusivity in the channel in m2/s. There are two contributions to the source
term in Eq. 3.19: The first is local vapor condensation (rV,cond) in the channel and the other
is liquid water flux from the GDL to the channel. The latter, Nl ,an, is zero when the GDL
liquid front stays inside the GDL, i.e., not at the GDL/channel interface. Details of the
GDL model can be found in [65].
The convective termρw RTPAN
∂ [ f (s)Nt(y)]
∂y drives the liquid water towards the channel end.
As the liquid droplets are carried by gas flow, the corresponding interfacial drag coefficient
f(s) is assumed to be a linear function of liquid water volumefraction [123]:
f (s) = Kslips (3.20)
whereKslip is the physical velocity slip ratio between liquid and gas, which is a tunable
parameter in the model. Eq. 3.20 completes the liquid PDE formulation, Eq. 3.19.
Due to the high stoichiometry ratio at the cathode, most of the liquid water could be
removed by the air flow. Therefore the effect of cathode channel liquid is not included in
the model for simplicity.
3.3.2 Purge Flow
The exact amount of gas leaving the channel at the purge eventis critical to determine the


















whereCturb = 0.61 is the dimensionless discharge coefficient under turbulence condition,
Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the orifice,Ao is the area of the orifice (solenoid valve port),
Rt=9.33 is the critical purge parameter from [124]. Also,ρ is the density of the mixture
flow (liquid water and multiple gas species);ν , defined asµ/ρ, is the kinematic viscosity
of the mixture flow, and∆p is the differential pressure across the orifice. Since the local
species molar fraction varies with the channel length and thus purge time, integrating W
over the purge interval gives the volumetric displacement of accumulated gas at the channel
end. The total outlet flow is assumed to be evenly distributedbetween the parallel channels,
thereforeWchan= Wtotal/k wherek is the number of parallel channels in the anode. The
factor 1/k scales the total outlet flow for simulations are performed ona single channel.
Since the purge interval is very short (in a scale of ms), the profiles of molar fractions
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(ni) and flow rate (Wchan) at the end of a DEA cycle are assumed to move along the chan-
nel direction during the purge without the diffusion effects, which is a typical plug flow
behavior.
The densityρ and viscosityν at the outlet are dependent on the gas composition and
liquid volume fraction. The densityρ can be defined by:
ρ(y) = (1−s)ρg+sρw (3.22)
ρg(y) = ρN2nN2 +ρVnV +ρO2nO2 +ρH2(1−nN2 −nV −nO2) (3.23)
in which ρw is the density of liquid water, andρg is the density of gas mixture. The vis-
cosity is defined similarly. Since the local gas compositionvaries along the channel, the
density/viscosity of the gas mixture is a function ofy.
3.4 Model Validation and Simulation Results
The above DEA oriented two-phase fuel cell model is tuned andvali ated with the ex-
perimental data. The details of the experiment are described in a prior publication [66].
The parameters relevant to the gas species distribution along the channel have been tuned
against the GC sample data in our prior work [68]. Table 3.3 summarizes the parameter val-
ues used in the along-channel model. There are two steps in implementing the model: the
coupled multi-state PDE system representing the DEA cycle is solved first, followed by the
purge flow submodel which calculates the hydrogen loss and redist ibutes all states as the
initial condition of the subsequent DEA cycle. This two-step implementation repeats for
100-1200 times depending on the cycle duration to simulate the cell lifetime. Finally, the
efficiency is evaluated after finishing the simulation and colle ting the data. The coupled
PDE system is solved using a variable step solver, Matlab ODE15s, with a relative toler-
ance of 1e−4. The channel is discretized using a 2nd order approximationof the spatial
derivatives on a 51 point grid.
The data set with high current load (0.6 A/cm2) and high cathode RH (100%), which
leads to sufficient liquid water accumulation in the anode, is selected for simulation.
Fig. 3.4 compares the tuned model and experiment. The purge was triggered as the cell
voltage reduced to 0.4 V in the experiment, hence the cycle duration varies from ~700 s to
~900 s. The cell voltage experienced an abrupt drop as the catode stoichiometry ratio was
reduced from 3 to 2.
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Table 3.3 Geometrical, physical and operating parameters
Quantity Value
Catalyst loadingLPt 3×10−4 g cm−2
Electrochemical area of PtγPt 6×105 cm2 g−1
Electrochemical area of carbonγC 6×106 cm2 g−1
Anodic transfer coefficient for carbon corrosionαa,C 0.25
Exchange current density of oxygen reactioni0,O2 6.1×10
−9A cm−2
Exchange current density of carbon corrosioni0,C 2.5×10−10A cm−2
Equilibrium potential for carbon corrosionVeqC 0.21 V
Anode metal potentialVANm 0 V
Initial carbon loading per unit MEA areamC,0 0.002 g cm−2
Cathode reference pressureP∗i,CA , i=[O2,vapor] 1.2355×10
5 Pa
Anode inlet pressurePAN 4.0 psig
Cathode system pressurePCA 3.6 psig
Cell temperatureT 323 K
Hydrogen enthalpy of formation∆hf -242×103 J/mol
Discharge coefficientCturb 0.61
Critical value for purge flow modelRt 9.33
Area of purge orificeAo 0.37 mm2
Hydraulic diameter of purge orificeDh 1.9 mm
Tunable power factor for remaining carbon, q 4.0
Effective MEA areaA 50 cm2
Number of anode channelsk 25
Density of hydrogenρH2 0.0899 kg/m3
Density of nitrogenρN2 1.25 kg/m3
Density of vapor/liquid waterρV /ρw 0.0829/997 kg/m3
Viscosity of hydrogenµH2 100.1× 10−6 m2/s
Viscosity of nitrogenµN2 14.2× 10−6 m2/s
Viscosity of vapor/liquid waterµV /µw 144.8/0.553× 10−6 m2/s
Water transfer coefficientγw 5.7× 10−6 m/s
Molar mass of waterMw 0.018 Kg/mol
Condensation rate constantKcond 1000 1/s
Mass transport coefficientγ 0.1 m/s
Liquid water diffusivityDs 1 m2/s
Vapor diffusivity in anode GDLDv 1.25× 10−4 m2/s
Slip ratio between liquid and gasKslip 0.6
Number of channel meshes in numerical computationN 51
The model predicted voltage evolution agrees with the experimental data. The liquid
effects are captured by sctl,an, sctl,ca ands. The predicted increasing liquid mass within a
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Figure 3.4 Comparison between tuned model and experiments at current density 0.6 A/cm2, cell
temperature 50◦C, anode/cathode pressure 4.0/3.6 psig, cathode stoichiometry ratio 3 and 2,
RH 100%.
cycle is consistent with the experimental data, as shown in the third subplot of Fig. 3.4.
The liquid mass from the experiment did not drop at the end of the second cycle, probably
due to the droplet plugging in the cell manifold.
Other simulation results are summarized in Fig. 3.5. The simulation starts with a fully
humidified membrane (λmb = 12) to account for the operation history of the cell. It can
be seen that the membrane water content remains at a high level during the whole period.
Liquid saturation in the cathode catalyst layer is substantially higher than the anode in the
channel inlet and middle regions, which drives the water transport from cathode to anode.
The model predicts hydrogen starvation at the 0.9 fractional ch nnel location at t=~770 s.
Finally, the seventh subplot indicates that the liquid front stays at the GDL/channel inter-
face only at the channel-end region. In other regions of the channel, liquid water comes
from local condensation.
3.4.1 Predicting Carbon Corrosion and Cell Lifetime
The target of a fuel cell lifetime is ~5000 h in automotive applications to compete with the
conventional powertrain, and voltage degradation rate of 2-10 µV h−1 is generally accept-
able with flow-through operations [2]. In this chapter, therefo e, we define the occurrence
of a 10 mV irreversible voltage drop in DEA operation as the end of ”life”. The model
can be used to predict the cell lifetime under continuous DEAcycling. The carbon loss is
captured by Eq. 3.9, which affects the carbon corrosion rateand terminal voltage over time.
Figure 3.6 presents the lifetime simulation results, i.e.,the remaining carbon at the
channel-end region within 150 continuous DEA cycles, and the voltage and corrosion cur-
rent evolutions in selected cycles. The cycle duration is 900 s and the purge interval is
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Figure 3.5 Simulation results from the same operating conditions as in Fig. 3.4 (cathode sto-
ichiometry ratio is 3 except stated otherwise). Each subplot shows the evolutions of a specific
parameter at the inlet, middle and end regions of the channel. These subplotspresent the simula-
tion results of membrane water contents, liquid saturation in the cathode and anode catalyst layers,
molar fractions of vapor, nitrogen and hydrogen, dimensionless liquid front in the anode GDL, and
channel liquid volume fraction, respectively.
54 ms. The time-evolution of the terminal voltage and carbonc rrosion current at three
representative locations along the channel (inlet, middleand outlet) for the 5 selected DEA
cycles are shown in the upper subplots of Fig. 3.6. The operating conditions are the same
as the validated case in Fig. 3.4. The cell voltage at the 150th cycle exhibits ~10 mV irre-
versible voltage loss compared with the initial cycle, corresponding to ~25% carbon loss
in the cathode catalyst layer at 0.9 fractional channel locati n near the end of the channel
and ~11% total carbon loss overall. The remaining carbon at the channel end is illustrated
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by the second subplot; the cathode carbon corrosion rate at th channel end is substantially
higher than other regions due to the local fuel starvation.





















































Figure 3.6 Simulation results of 150 continuous DEA cycles. The results from selected DEA
cycles, rather than the entire data set, are examined in details as indicated by the arrows. The ver-
tical pink lines represent the purge events. The cycle duration is 900 s and the purge interval is
54 ms. The operating conditions are consistent with the validated case in Fig. 3.4: current density
0.6 A/cm2, cell temperature 50◦C, cathode stoichiometry ratio 3, and RH 100%. The first subplot
shows the cell voltage. The second subplot illustrates the cathode carboncorr sion current in the
inlet, middle and end regions of the channel. The third subplot presents the perc ntage remaining
carbon in the cathode catalyst layer at 0.9 fractional channel location thrug out the whole lifetime.
3.4.2 Predicting Voltage Degradation
Figure 3.7 illustrates the after-purge voltage degradation over multiple cycles for two cases
with different cathode supply RH. The tuned parameters are i0,C andq. The experimental
data in Fig. 3.7 come from our lifetime degradation tests forthe DEA cell [25]. The de-
tails of the test protocol and experimental setup are not report d here, whereas a summary
of the MEA specification is given. The MEA consists of two 400µm thickness (before
compression) carbon papers with micro porous layers (MPL, SIGRACET 10BC, SGL),
and catalyst coated membrane (CCM, Ion Power) with 25µm-thick membrane (Nafion,
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SIm, CA 100% RH
Exp, CA 100% RH
Sim, CA 50% RH
Exp, CA 50% RH
Figure 3.7 The comparison of after-purge voltage degradation from both experiment and simula-
tion. The operating conditions are: cell temperature 60◦C, cathode SR 2.5, both anode and cathode
pressures 3.8 psig, current density 0.4 A/cm2, and cathode supply RH 50% and 100% for each case.







































Figure 3.8 The percentage remaining carbon mass in the channel-end region. The operating con-
ditions are: cathode SR 2.5, both anode and cathode pressures 3.8 psig,and current density 0.4
A/cm2. The cathode supply RH is 100% for Case 1 (blue solid line) and 50% for Cases 2 (red
dashed line) and 3 (green dash-dot line). The cell temperature is 60◦C for Cases 1 and 2 and
80◦C for Case 3. The simulation results from postmortem thickness of cathode catalyst layer are
illustrated by the colored markers corresponding to each case.
Dupont) and 0.3 mgcm−2 Pt loading at both anode and cathode. The Platinum/Carbon
weight percentage (wt%) ratio was not released by the company.
When the cathode RH is 100% the voltage decreases primarily dueto th well-predicted
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carbon corrosion. When the cathode RH is 50% the model under-estimates the decay.
It is likely that the membrane degradation, which is not considered in the model, also
contributes to the voltage degradation in a form of polymer chemical decomposition and
associated increased resistance; because the chemical degr dation proceeds more rapidly
when the cathode is drier (RH 50%) [41]. Since shorting and hydrogen crossover measure-
ments were not performed at the periodic evaluations, the exact cause for such discrepancy
is unclear. Fortunately, catastrophic membrane failure such pin-hole was not observed in
the DEA operation with small or medium current load [39] which normally leads to rapid
voltage drop and shutdown of the cell under galvanostatic operation [103].
The percentage remaining carbon mass at the channel end (0.9fractional channel)
throughout the degradation test is calculated from both simulation and experiments as
shown in Fig. 3.8. The postmortem MEA samples were analyzed to de ermine the thick-
ness of cathode catalyst layer [25]. Assuming constant density of the cathode catalyst layer
throughout the test, the decreasing thickness can be attributed to the loss of carbon mass.
The simulation results show general consistency with the experimental data for all three
cases.
3.5 Optimization of Purge Schedule
The target range for the purge interval depends on the gas andliqui water distribution in
the anode channel at the end of the cycle. Figure 3.9 shows a simulat on used to determine
the target range for the purge interval. At the end of a DEA cycle or the start of a purge
(t=tbp), liquid water accumulates in the channel end, where complete hydrogen starvation
with zero molar fraction is also observed.
3.5.1 Determining the Target Range for Purge Interval
The minimum purge time,δ t1, is designed to release the accumulated water/nitrogen and
to place the hydrogen starvation front at the channel end. Due to the high purge flow rate
(diffusion can be ignored), the profile at t=tbp+δ t1 consists of a shift of the hydrogen profile
at t=tbp towards the channel end plus a hydrogen restored region (nH2=1) in the channel in-
let. In other words, the purge flow behaves as plug flow. With the minimum purge interval
δ t1, there is no hydrogen loss during the purge, however the hydrogen concentration is low
in the channel, which would adversely affect the energy output in the subsequent cycle.
If the purge is extended to t=tbp+δ t2 when the hydrogen molar fraction reaches unity in
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the whole channel, then the energy output in the subsequent cycle would be the highest,
although there is some hydrogen loss during the purge.












dt = 0 (3.25)
in which Wtotal is the volumetric purge flow rate defined in Eq. 3.21.
In Fig. 3.9 the hydrogen starvation occurs before the purge.Th re exists a special sce-
nario: when the cycle duration is very short, then it is possible that hydrogen starvation
does not occur even at the channel end. Under that circumstance, there would inevitably be
a certain amount of hydrogen loss during any purge. Therefore the lower limit of the target






































































Figure 3.9 Distribution of hydrogen concentration and liquid volume fraction before and fter
purge at operating conditions of cycle duration 1100 s, current density0.6 A cm−2, cell temperature
50 ◦C, cathode RH 0.9, stoichiometry ratio 3 and pressure 1.18 bar. The black curves show the
hydrogen molar fraction and the blue ones show the liquid volume fraction in theanode channel.
The hydrogen starvation front yH2 before the purge is also shown. Minimum purge interval should
be chosen to place the hydrogen starvation front at the channel end, and maximum one exactly and
fully restore the hydrogen in the channel without further loss.
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range for small cycle duration is always tSV. The target range for purge interval in general
is dependent on the cycle duration.
3.5.2 Influences of Cycle Duration
In this subsection we investigate the influence of cycle duration on carbon corrosion and
cell efficiency. The purge interval is set to a constant,δ t=20 ms. The cycle duration affects
both the cathode carbon corrosion rate within a cycle and thehydrogen loss during the
purge.



























Figure 3.10 Influences of cycle duration. The operating conditions are consistent with the vali-
dated case in Fig. 3.4. The first subplot indicate the influence of increasing cycle duration on the
hydrogen molar fraction at the channel end right before the purge. Thsecond subplot shows the
hydrogen loss in Joule. The third subplot indicates the efficiencies evaluated over one DEA cycle
together with the subsequent purge. The purge interval is fixed at 20 ms.
The DEA cell efficiency as the objective should also be considere when determining
the optimum cycle duration. Fig. 3.10 shows the channel end hydrogen concentration at
the cycle end and the hydrogen loss during the purge as a function of cycle duration with
a fixed purge interval. When the cycle duration becomes shorter, th re is still hydrogen
at the channel end right before the purge, and thus unavoidable hydrogen loss. Wasted
hydrogen during the purge reduces the DEA cell efficiency throughQH2loss term in Eq. 3.1.
The hydrogen loss is substantially reduced as the cycle duration extends beyond 600 s, be-
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cause hydrogen starvation occurs at the channel-end regionwith extended cycle duration
and therefore the purge removes less hydrogen and more nitrogen and liquid water. The
thermodynamic efficiency increases with shorter cycle duration as indicated by the terminal
voltage as shown in Fig. 3.11. HoweverQH2loss also increases with shorter cycle duration.
The efficiency in the third subplot of Fig. 3.10 shows a non-monot nic evolution against
cycle duration. The hydrogen loss is dominant due to the increasing efficiency when the
cycle duration is smaller than 600 s.





























Figure 3.11 Evolution of cathode interfacial potential within a DEA cycle. The operating condi-
tions are consistent with the validated case in Fig. 3.4. The upper subplot shows t e model predicted
cell voltage within a 900 s cycle. The lower subplot illustrates the cathode interfacial potential at
the inlet (0.1), middle (0.5) and end (0.9) regions of the channel. At the endregion a non-monotonic
evolution trend with time has been observed.
Figure 3.11 illustrates the evolution of cell voltage and cathode interfacial potential
within a DEA cycle. The cycle duration is 900 s and the operating conditions are the same
with the validated case in Fig. 3.4. The cathode interfacialpotential,Ecell − φCA, deter-
mines the kinetics of cathode carbon corrosion as shown in Eq. 3.17. It is much higher at
the channel end compared with other regions due to the fuel starvation. The cathode inter-
facial potential at the channel end is therefore the main concern. As shown in the upper
subplot, the cell voltage decreases with time due to the hydrogen depletion which effec-
tively reduces the corrosion rate. Meanwhile the membrane phase potential at the channel
end becomes more negative, which increases the corrosion rate. If the cycle duration is ex-
tended, the carbon corrosion rate at the channel end would decrease after reaching a peak
value at ~650 s. That is to say, further postponing a purge after reaching the peak cathode
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interfacial potential would be beneficial for protecting carbon, although the cell voltage
decreases significantly. If there are no other constraints ocycle duration, a shorter cycle
is preferred because of the increased energy output and reduced carbon corrosion during
DEA cycling.
3.5.3 Influences of Purge Interval
In this subsection, the influences of purge interval are examined with fixed cycle duration.
The model can be used to evaluate the trade-off between hydrogen l ss and increased en-














The effect of carbon corrosion is not shown because it affects the integral in the numerator
only after multiple cycles. Fig. 3.12 summarizes the simulation results. Three cases with
different cycle durations are examined. The target range ofpurge interval depends on the
cycle duration. In Fig. 3.12, the range of purge interval presented corresponds to the target
range of that particular cycle duration (500 s, 800 s and 1100s).
The hydrogen molar fraction at the channel end increases with purge interval and
reaches unity atδ t2 as shown in the first subplot of Fig. 3.12. The second subplot indicates
that an extended purge indeed leads to a larger power output since the hydrogen concen-
tration is higher during the subsequent DEA cycle. On the othr hand, it would produce
a larger amount of hydrogen loss, as shown in the third subplot. The competing influence
of hydrogen loss and increased terminal voltage on the overall efficiency as a function of
purge interval is shown in the last subplot of Fig. 3.12. For the cases with∆t=500 and
800s, increasing purge interval leads to lower cell efficieny. However for longer cycle du-
rations, when hydrogen starvation occurs in the channel end, the slope of the efficiency vs
purge interval is non-monotonic. Therefore, the shortest duration does not yield the highest
efficiency. In this case a maximum efficiency of 52.9% is reachd, after which the effi-
ciency slightly decreases. These findings indicate that if complete hydrogen starvation has
not been observed in the channel end, reducing the hydrogen lss is more significant than
restoring the hydrogen concentration in the anode. Even with complete hydrogen starvation
(∆t=1100),δ t=36 ms, rather thanδ t2=42.1 ms, gives the largest efficiency.
The calculated efficiencies do not show substantial differences (< 2%), because the
purge interval is already constrained in the target range. This suggests that as long as the
purge interval lies within the target range, then its influences on the efficiency may be
negligible.
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Figure 3.12 The influences of purge interval and cycle duration, with operating conditi s being:
current density 0.4 A cm−2, cell temperature 50◦C, cathode RH 0.9, stoichiometry ratio 3 and pres-
sure 1.18 bar. The simulation results are collected after the system reachesperiodic steady state.
The three colored curves with markers represent the simulation results obtained from three different
cycle durations. The x-limits of each curve indicateδ min andδ tmax for that cycle duration. The first
subplot shows the hydrogen molar fraction at the channel end after the purg . The second subplot
presents the power outputs in the subsequent cycle after the purge. Thethird subplot indicates the
hydrogen loss during the purge with different purge intervals. Finally, the fourth subplot shows the
efficiencies evaluated over one DEA cycle together with different purgeintervals.
3.5.4 Optimization of Cycle Duration and Purge Interval over Cell
Lifetime
In prior subsections we examined the influences of cycle duration on carbon corrosion and
purge interval on DEA cell efficiency. In general, shorter cycle duration and longer purge
interval are beneficial for achieving higher thermodynamicefficiency and protecting sup-
port carbon in the cathode; however, the hydrogen loss wouldbe higher in this case. The
subject of this optimization study is to investigate the trade-off between wasted hydrogen
and reducing the corrosion rate over a longer time horizon. The efficiency of a DEA cell,
calculated using Eq. 3.1, is evaluated over the whole lifetim . In this work the cell lifetime
is defined by the occurrence of 10 mV irreversible voltage drop. Since the cycle duration
and purge interval both affect the lifetime, we use the shortest lifetime among all cases
as the simulation time interval for comparing the efficiencis. In this subsection we con-
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sider cycle duration and purge interval simultaneously as the variables and search for the
maximum (optimum) lifetime efficiency, Eq. 3.1, within a 2-Dspace by simulating the effi-
ciency over the cell lifetime. The operating conditions arethe same with the validated case:
current density 0.6 A cm−2, cell temperature 50◦C, cathode RH 100% and stoichiometry
ratio 3, and anode/cathode pressure 4.0/3.6 psig. The lifetime simulation was performed
in Matlab environment at the University of Michigan ComputerAided Engineering Net-
work (CAEN) PCs with 3.07 GHz Intel® Xeon® processor and 5.11 GBRAM. Matlab
solver ODE15s was used for the non-linear system consistingof 12 dynamic states, and a
grid number of 51 was used for along-channel spatial discretization. For a given operating
scheme, the lifetime simulation consisting of multiple DEAcycles took more than 8 hours
to finish. Those schemes with shorter cycle duration requirelarger number of cycles to
reach the lifetime, and therefore consumed longer simulation time; because the transition
between the DEA operation and purging is most time-consuming.
Fig. 3.13 illustrates the 2-D target domain in which the optima lies, as well as the cal-
culated efficiencies within the domain. The target range forpurge interval is calculated
after the system reaches periodic steady state. The calculated target range for each purge
interval, [max(tSV, δ tmin), max(tSV, δ tmax)], is reflected by the vertical limits of the domain.
The target range for cycle duration is defined as follows: itslower limit can go as small
as zero, in which case it becomes a flow-through operation. Its upper limit is defined as
the amount of time to reduce the cell voltage to 0.4 V. In Fig. 3.13, these two limits are
0 and 900 s, respectively. When cycle duration is extremely short (∆t=50 s and zero), the
target range for purge interval shrinks to a single point, tSV, because the very high hydrogen
concentration in the channel leads to a large purge flow rate.When the cycle duration is
less than 600 s, tSV is always the lower limit of the target range.
Since the efficiency (Eq. 3.1) depends on the two design variables,∆t andδ t, the search
of optima is performed by scanning the target domain with coarse grids first. A further
scan with finer grids would be performed as necessary until the optima can be located with
satisfactory accuracy. The two-step scheme in scanning thedomain can reduce the compu-
tational expense as the lifetime simulation is highly time-consuming. In Fig. 3.13, the grid
distance for purge interval is 2 ms and for cycle duration 100s.
At each grid represented by a combination of∆t andδ t, the efficiency is collected to
generate the contour plot. Because the cell durability is concerned, the total DEA oper-
ating time should be identical when evaluating the efficiency at each grid. The operating
time is determined from the cell lifetime using the operating schedule that gives the worst
durability, namely, longest cycle duration with shortest purge interval. In Fig. 3.13, they
are 900 s and 34.1 ms, respectively. For this operating schedule, after 132 DEA cycles the
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Figure 3.13 The contour plot showing the target domain and the lifetime efficiencies thereingiv
fixed amount of operating time. The last subplots in Figs. 3.10 and 3.12 can beconsidered as the
vertical and horizontal slices from the contour map, although only one cycl is evaluated as opposed
to lifetime. The contour map shows that the maximum efficiency is achieved with cycle duration of
600 s and purge interval of 28 ms.
cell voltage observes 10 mV irreversible drop, and the cell lif time is reached according
to the prior definition. The total operating time is thus 132×900s=33h. The necessary
DEA cycle numbers for other operating schedules are then calculated to satisfy an identical
operating time. For shorter cycle durations or longer purgeint rvals, the actual voltage
degradations at the end are smaller than 10 mV as shown in Fig.3.14, which also plots the
energy outputs throughout the total operating time for different cycle durations. Shorter
cycle duration leads to higher energy or power output, and smaller voltage degradation,
although the efficiency may be low with a short cycle duration. The difference in energy
output is enlarged by the more severe cell degradation at longer cycle duration.
The optimum efficiency is ~50.9%, as shown in the contour plotin Fig. 3.13. The vari-
ation of efficiency within the target domain is less than 4%. Motivated by this finding, we
conducted a parametric study of current setpoint on the targdomain as shown in Fig. 3.15.
At reduced current setpoint (power level), it takes a longertime to reduce the voltage to 0.4
V and there is a smaller amount of liquid water at the end of a cycle. As a result, with
decreasing current density the target range for cycle duration becomes larger, whereas that
for purge interval becomes smaller. One can simply calculate the target domain for the
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Figure 3.14 Voltage degradation and total energy output in 33 h DEA operation for different cy-
cle durations with minimum purge intervals in the target domain. The cycle duration(∆t) and the
corresponding number of cycles (m) are noted in the legend. With the same simulation time, the
enlarged view shows the voltage degradation versus total energy output at he end for nine different
cycle durations.
selected power as illustrated in Fig. 3.15, then use 0.5×(δ t1+δ t2) as the optimized purge
interval. The maximum achievable efficiency shown in Fig. 3.15, which increases with de-
creasing current loads, can be used as a criterion for choosing an operating condition, since
the efficiency variation within the target domain is small.
In Fig. 3.13, increasing cycle duration beyond 800 s or decreasing cycle duration within
500 s decreases the efficiency. With a medium cycle duration (∆t=600 s) the achievable
efficiency is highest. For purge interval, if the cycle duration is longer than 800 s, the ef-
ficiency reaches maximum at mediumδ t, whereas it decreases as it approachesδ t1 and
δ t2. Complete hydrogen starvation due to water accumulation andnitrogen blanketing,
which is associated with longer cycle durations, greatly accelerates the carbon corrosion
in the channel-end region. When the cycle duration is very long (∆t>800 s), a medium
purge interval, rather than complete purge, leads to the maximum efficiency. The efficiency
still decreases beyond the maximum value with increasing pur e intervals, which suggests
that hydrogen loss is more influential than carbon corrosionunder such conditions. When
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Figure 3.15 The target domains with different current setpoints (0.6, 0.5 and 0.4 A/cm2) or power
levels (14.8, 14.1 and 12.9 W). Other operating conditions (cell temperature50 ◦C, cathode RH
100% and stoichiometry ratio 3, and anode/cathode pressure 4.0/3.6 psig) are the same for three
cases. The power in the legend is the average one calculated from PDEA for all cycle durations and
purge intervals within the target domain.
∆t<500 s, the efficiency decreases monotonically with increasing purge intervals and the
minimum purge interval is preferred, because hydrogen lossbecomes the sole concern.
The optimum appears at medium cycle duration. Because large∆t r sults in severe
hydrogen starvation and associated carbon corrosion, whereas small∆t leads to substantial
hydrogen in the channel-end region before the purge and associ ted hydrogen loss during
the purge. It is essential not to purge the cell too early withsufficient hydrogen in the
channel end. The DEA operation with small∆t generally exhibits a lower efficiency but
produces higher energy output as shown in the lower subplot of Fig. 3.14.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we focus on the optimization of the DEA operating schedule determined by
purge interval and cycle duration. We extended the along-channel, single-phase and tran-
sient DEA model in Chapter 2 to capture the liquid water transport and accumulation in
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the anode channel end, as well as the purge flow behavior. These improvements were nec-
essary to accurately predict water and nitrogen accumulation in the anode channel and the
resulting hydrogen loss during the purge. The target rangesfor purge interval are defined
based on the channel gas composition at the end of the cycle duration.
We then investigated the influence of cycle duration and purge interval on carbon
corrosion and DEA cell efficiency. There exists a trade-off between maximizing the ther-
modynamic efficiency during the DEA cycle and minimizing hydrogen loss during the
purge. Shorter cycle durations and longer purge intervals tend o increase the thermody-
namic efficiency; however, longer cycle durations and shorter purge intervals can reduce
the amount of hydrogen loss. The optimization is performed by collecting the lifetime sim-
ulation data at each grid within the 2D target domain for cycle duration and purge interval.
It is found that a medium cycle duration without severe hydrogen starvation at the channel
end together with a short purge interval leads to the best DEAcell efficiency at current
density of 0.6 A/cm2. For long cycle durations, severe hydrogen starvation due to water
accumulation and nitrogen blanketing accelerates the carbon corrosion particularly in the
channel-end region, which requires an increased purge interval, but not a complete purge, to
achieve highest efficiency. For short cycle durations, however, the minimum purge interval
is preferred, suggesting that reducing hydrogen loss is more important than removing nitro-
gen and water. The small variation of efficiency (~4%) withinthe target domain suggests
that as long as the purge interval can be selected from the targ t range, further optimization
may not be necessary. Decreasing the current setpoint from 0.6 to 0.4 A/cm2 changes the
target domain, and increases the maximum obtainable efficiency.
The analysis and methodology presented in this chapter can be used for the design of a
DEA fuel cell system. The optimum purge interval and cycle duration vary with the operat-
ing conditions and the physical specifications of solenoid valve. In the future, the optimized
purge behavior and associated voltage degradation will be compared to experimental data.
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Chapter 4
Equilibrium behavior in dead-ended
anode operation of a fuel cell
The prior chapter showed that the DEA fuel cell system can be optimized for best lifetime
efficiency. It is of further interest to investigate the possibility of operating the DEA fuel
cell in a simpler way with the purge disabled, so that the purge optimization becomes un-
necessary. To this end, this chapter investigates the nitrogen blanketing front during the
DEA operation of a PEM fuel cell. It is found that the dynamic evolution of nitrogen accu-
mulation in the DEA of a PEM fuel cell eventually achieves a steady state, which suggests
the existence of equilibrium. We use a multi-component model f the two-phase, one-
dimensional (along-channel) system to analyze this phenomn. Specifically, the model
is first verified with experimental observations, then utilized to show the evolution toward
equilibrium. The full-order model is reduced to a second-orer partial differential equation
(PDE) with one state, which can be used to predict and analyzethe observed steady-state
DEA behavior. The parametric study is performed focusing onthe influence of the cathode
pressure on the existence of equilibrium in the DEA condition. In applications with low
power requirement, operating a DEA cell without purging yields a simple system that does
not require purge optimization but suffers serious degradation in the regions of hydrogen
starvation. Novel cell design is necessary to alleviate thedegradation.
4.1 Introduction
Dead-end anode (DEA) operation of a PEM fuel cell has been imple ented by several
groups [125, 126, 67] and applied in a commercial fuel cell module, the Nexa (1.2 KW
stack of 42 cells) from Ballard Power Systems [127]. In DEA operation, hydrogen is fed
into the anode with regulated pressure at the inlet, whereasthe cathode is operated with
conventional flow-through conditions associated with a stoichi metry ratio (SR) greater
than one. Since the Nafion membrane is not an ideal separator,nitrogen and water can
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diffuse through the membrane from the cathode and accumulate in the anode. In a verti-
cally oriented channel as shown in Fig. 4.1, the reaction drives the convective transport of
gas mixture toward the channel end. The accumulation of inert nitrogen at the channel end
displaces hydrogen and eventually leads to a starvation at the channel end. The spatial vari-
ation of the species in the anode results in uneven local current distribution. The depletion
of hydrogen over time leads to the decreasing cell voltage under galvanostatic operation.
For example, in our 50 cm2 DEA cell experiment, the voltage dropped from 0.7 to 0.6 V in
about 15 minutes at a constant current load of 0.4 A/cm2, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
Figure 4.1 Equilibrium scenario in DEA operation (not to scale). The flux of nitrogen isfrom
anode to cathode in the channel-end region, as opposed to in the other regions. Globally, zero net
fluxes of nitrogen and water through the membrane are achieved at equilibrium.
Purging of the anode is typically needed to release accumulated nitrogen and water
and maintain a manageable voltage range. A purge, normally taking 20-900 ms, is im-
plemented via a solenoid valve at the downstream of the anode. Since the anode pressure
is regulated at the upstream of anode, the opening of the solenoid valve leads to turbulent
orifice flow, which clears the nitrogen and water from the anode channels. The downstream
purge valve and the upstream pressure regulator are the onlyhardware at the anode side for
a DEA system. As a comparison, the conventional flow-throughanode (FTA) fuel cell sys-
tem depends on a recirculation loop to maintain a high hydrogen utilization, which requires
hydrogen grade plumbing and hardware such as ejector/blower and water separator. These
components add weight, volume, and expense to the system.
Motivated by the experimental findings of [115], the possibility of operating the DEA
cell without purging is analyzed in this paper. We address the conditions under which
system equilibrium could be achieved with relatively stable voltage output under galvano-
static operation, and how to obtain a reasonable power undersuch equilibrium conditions.
Voltage equilibrium was indeed observed in prior experimental studies [122, 128]. These
findings motivate our further investigation by mechanism analysis and simulation using the
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validated model.
As shown in Fig. 4.1, a stratified channel distribution with water and nitrogen in the end
can be observed for the DEA cell [67]. In this case the local nitrogen partial pressure may
easily exceed the cathode, particularly in the channel-endr gion. The nitrogen diffuses
from the anode to the cathode due to the partial pressure gradient, as illustrated by the bot-
tom arrow (positive x-direction). In the upper portion of the cell, the nitrogen crossover is
from cathode to anode (negative x-direction). The nitrogenco tinues to accumulate in the
anode until a global balance of nitrogen crossover has been achieved, meaning a zero net
flux of nitrogen. The nitrogen partial pressure in the anode depends on the rate of crossover
and the convective velocity, which are coupled with the current density distribution. An
equilibrium for the nitrogen blanketing front is necessaryfor the equilibrium of the whole
DEA fuel cell system. There is a non-linear coupling of anodenitrogen partial pressure and
membrane hydration that introduces further complexity while analyzing such equilibrium.
The local electrochemical reaction rate depends on the hydrogen concentration, or nitrogen
concentration due to the regulated anode pressure, and determines the local water genera-
tion rate, which affects the membrane water content. The membrane permeation coefficient
for nitrogen, as a function of membrane water content and temperature, in turn influences
the local nitrogen crossover rate and the establishment of ni r gen equilibrium.
In previous work [23], the effect of nitrogen accumulation in the anode on the voltage
decay has been demonstrated by modeling nitrogen crossoverand convective transport.
However, the model neglected the impact of diffusion in the anode channel, which can be
significant for the deeper channel geometry studied here. A one-dimensional, single-phase,
and transient model considering both convection and diffusion has been developed [66] to
capture the spatiotemporal evolution of species and electrochemical reaction in a DEA cell.
The model was further extended to include the cathode carboncorrosion caused by the an-
ode fuel starvation and associated irreversible voltage deradation over time [68]. Recently,
the model was improved to be 1+1D (along channel + through membrane) and two-phase so
that the purge behavior can be predicted more accurately foran ptimization study of purge
scheduling [69]. After careful tuning, the present full-orde model can capture compre-
hensive mass transport and electrochemical processes in DEA operation with satisfactory
accuracy. The model can be used for predicting the equilibrium behavior [122]. However,
the full-order model requires numerical tools with substantial computational expense to
investigate the equilibrium.
Therefore, we focus on reducing the number of model states. Ii anticipated that the
reduced-order model can still predict the equilibrium behavior and characteristics. Similar
publications (simulation and analysis) focus on the fuel cell equilibrium from Benziger’s
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group [129, 72, 71, 130]. However, those studies are based ona stirred-tank-reactor (STR)
fuel cell. In such a case both anode and cathode supplies are dry or slightly humidified
to comply with the auto-catalytic concept of the STR fuel cel, and the equilibrium arises
from a water balance. The effect of convective transport is eliminated by the open channel
architecture. Although both the STR and DEA cells feature self-humidification and spatial
inhomogeneity, the equilibrium behavior in the DEA cell repr sents a more complicated
scenario where both diffusion and convection must be considered. The convection leads
to the stratified channel distribution of gas species in the vertically oriented cell. The dif-
fusive transport in the channel is equally important by moderating the effect of nitrogen
blanketing in the anode channel.
This chapter is organized as follows. Since the model has been d tailed in prior chap-
ters, only a brief overview is provided in this chapter. The model validation against the
flow-through polarization will be presented. The tuned model pr dicts the voltage evo-
lution toward equilibrium in DEA operation, achieving satisfactory agreement with the
experimental data. A single-state PDE system based on the nirogen distribution in the
anode is derived. This reduced order model is shown to predict the evolution toward equi-
librium and capture the influence of cathode pressure. Finally, the voltage degradation
under equilibrium operation is identified.
4.2 Model Summary and Validation
The baseline (full-order) model is 1+1D, two-phase, and transient, which generally captures
all transport phenomena and reaction kinetics in the vertically oriented DEA cell.
The model parameters relevant to the species distribution in the anode have been tuned
in prior works [66, 68]. These parameters include the nitrogen permeation scale factor, the
oxygen crossover scale factor, and the hydrogen concentratio parameter [66, 68]. They
are kept unchanged in this paper. Another group of parameters that relate to the cell polar-
ization are further tuned: the exchange current density of oxygen reaction (i0,O2) and the
contact resistance (RGDL). These two parameters influence the reaction kinetics and cell
voltage by the Butler-Volmer equation, as shown in Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 with detailed discus-
sions in Ref. [68]. The average current density is related to the local current density by
Eq. 4.3.
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Table 4.1 Tuned parameters in the model
Quantity Value Range
i0,O2 0.8×10
−9 A/cm2 10−10–10−8 A/cm2
RGDL 0.34Ω cm2 0.1–0.8Ω cm2
Figure 4.2 shows the polarization performance obtained from the flow-through opera-
tion, and Figure 3.7 illustrates the voltage evolution in three continuous DEA cycles for
two cases with different cathode supply RH. The DEA model is used to predict flow-
through operation by assigning a constant to the flux at the anode outlet Nout [69] so that
the desired anode SR is achieved. The polarization data in the flow-through condition 1
are used for tuning the model parameters, whereas the polarization performances in the
other three conditions and the voltage cycling data under DEA operation in Fig. 3.7 are









N , where the cell voltage data come from the flow-through
polarizations. The tuned parameter values are shown in Table 4.1.
The model prediction shows satisfactory agreement with theexperimental data for
flow-through operation. The model can capture the performance improvement due to the
increased cathode pressure and RH, although the difference is limited as the cathode pres-
sure increases from 2 to 10 psig. Under 100% cathode RH and elevat d current density
conditions, the model overestimates the voltage probably because the influence of liquid
water on the oxygen transport in the cathode channel is not modeled. When the cath-
ode RH has been reduced to 50%, the model prediction is closer tthe experimental data
at the elevated current densities. The satisfactory agreement at small current densities is
important since the model is used for studying DEA operationat low current densities.
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Figure 4.2 The comparison of polarization performance between modeling and experimental data
for four sets of operating conditions. Condition 1: pressure 2.5/2.5 psig and RH 100%/100% for
anode/cathode; condition 2: pressure 2/2 psig and RH 100%/50% for anode/cathode; condition 3:
pressure 2/4 psig and RH 100%/50% for anode/cathode; condition 4: pressure 2/10 psig and RH
100%/50% for anode/cathode. For all conditions, the cell temperature is 60◦C and the stoichiom-
etry ratio is 1.2/2.5 for anode/cathode. The model can predict the polarization performance with
satisfactory accuracy.
The tuned model can predict the voltage evolution toward an equilibrium in DEA oper-
ation when the purge is disabled, with satisfactory agreement compared to the experimental
data. Figure 4.3 shows two cases that achieved equilibrium in the experiment after approx-
imately 100 minutes of DEA operation and the simulation results with the same operating
conditions. The experimental findings shown in Fig. 4.4 indicate that the cathode pressure
needs to be reduced to achieve the equilibrium (2.4 versus 4.0 psig), since large partial pres-
sure of nitrogen could blanket too much area in the anode and shut down the cell. On the
other hand, high cathode RH should be avoided in order to obtain an equilibrium because
the liquid accumulation could cause a localized shutdown. In Fig. 4.4, the equilibrium was
achieved with cathode supply RH of 60%. Generally, the humidifie cathode supply intro-
duces additional complexity and randomness in DEA equilibrium. For example, the erratic
voltage behavior after reaching equilibrium can be attribued to liquid water condensation
in the anode channel, which forms droplets that randomly block the channel before falling
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Exp, 0.2 A/cm 2
Sim, 0.2 A/cm 2
Exp, 0.3 A/cm 2
Sim, 0.3 A/cm 2
Figure 4.3 The model predicted and experimentally observed voltage evolution towardsequilib-
rium in DEA operation. The operating conditions are 65◦C cell temperature, 60% cathode supply
RH, 4.0/2.4 psig anode/cathode pressure, and 2.5 cathode SR. The equilibria have been reached
with current density of 0.2 and 0.3 A/cm2
to the bottom of the channel. In addition, the increased local current in the nitrogen non-
blanketing region under equilibrium leads to higher water gneration rate in the catalyst
layer, which also contributes to the erratic voltage. In Fig. 4.3, the case with 0.3 A cm−2
shows higher magnitude of voltage oscillation compared with 0.2 A cm−2.
4.3 Reduced Order Modeling
In this section, we analyze the equilibrium behavior using the reduced-order model (ROM)
instead of the full-order model (FOM) shown in [68, 69]. The validity of reduced-order
modeling will be examined by a comparison with the FOM simulation. It is expected
that the existence of DEA equilibrium under a certain set of operating conditions and the
influences of operating conditions on the equilibrium can bepredicted by the ROM.
The fundamental assumption in developing the ROM is the following: the evolution of
N2 blanketing front is crucial to determine the power output characteristics under a DEA
equilibrium. In other words, we anticipate that a ROM that trcks the N2 blanketing, or H2
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PCA = 4.0 psig
PCA = 3.0 psig
PCA = 2.4 psig
Figure 4.4 The voltage evolutions toward equilibrium with three different cathode pressu . The
other operating conditions are 65◦C cell temperature, 60% cathode supply RH, 4.0 psig anode pres-
sure, and 0.2 A/cm2 current density.















starvation, front can predict the power under equilibrium and influences from several key
operating parameters with sufficient accuracy. The governing equation of N2 transport is
the basis of the ROM in order to track the blanketing front. The following equation of PANN2

















in which PCAN2 is the N2 partial pressure in the cathode in Pa, DN2 is the Fickian diffusivity of
N2 in m2 s−1, v is the gas mixture velocity in m s−1, KN2 is the N2 permeation coefficient
in mol Pa−1 m−1 s−1, δmb is the membrane thickness,han is the anode channel height, and
wch/wlnd is the anode channel/land width. The first term in the RHS of Eq.4.4 represents
the diffusive transport, and the second one represents the conve tive transport. The third
term is the source term capturing the N2 crossover through the membrane depending on the
local differential pressure of N2 between anode and cathode.
The boundary conditions for Eq. 4.4 are zero flux at both ends,i.e.,
∂PANN2
∂y =0 at y=0 and
y=Lch, since there is no N2 flux entering the inlet and leaving the outlet of the anode.
The state equation of H2 is also needed for deriving a functional dependence of the













in which i(y,t) denotes the local current density in A/cm2. For simplicity, a saturated anode




AN−Psat = Ptot. (4.6)
The total anode pressure is fixed, therefore the time derivative of Eq. 4.6 is zero, and


















During the DEA operation, the outlet velocity is zero. Therefo v(t,L) = 0.
The local current density at the anode (H2 dissociation) can be also described by the
Butler-Volmer equation:

















in which i0 is a lumped parameter showing the effects from all pre-multiplier constants in
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the Butler-Volmer equation. It is assumed that the local over-potentialη is independent of
the local H2 concentration, i.e.,η is a constant along the channel. Using Eq. 4.3 to elimi-















in which I/A (current/area) gives the average current density in A/cm2. The functional
dependence of i(y,t) on the local N2 concentration is important because the cell voltage
can be further estimated with sufficient accuracy in the ROM.Equations 4.4, 4.7 and 4.9
constitute the ROM. The parameter values in the ROM are summarized in Table 4.2. The
ROM is solved by Comsol Multiphysics with a mesh size of 0.7 mm and relative tolerance
of 1e−4.








































Figure 4.5 The full-order model predicted PCAN2 and KN2 under equilibrium and their values in the
reduced-order model under assumption. The operating conditions are 65◦C cell temperature, 60%
cathode supply RH, 4.0/2.4 psig anode/cathode pressure, 2.5 cathode SR, and 0.2 A/cm2 current
density.
Several assumptions are made in the ROM. First, PCAN2 is assumed to be constant along
the cathode channel given the high stoichiometry ratio in the cathode; namely, the small
drop of N2 partial pressure along the channel (about 5%) is neglected.S cond, the mem-
brane permeation coefficient KN2 is assumed to be constant since the state of membrane
water content is not included in the ROM. Finally, DN2 is assumed to be constant along
the channel. The effect of liquid water on diffusivity is negl cted. The assumptions in the
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Figure 4.6 The full-order model and reduced-order model predicted evolution of ade N2 partial
pressure toward equilibrium with the same operating conditions as in Fig. 4.5.
ROM are compared with the FOM simulations in Fig. 4.5. In the upper subplot of Fig. 4.5,
the non-monotonic distribution of PCAN2 comes from a combined effect of local oxygen/vapor
partial pressure determined by local current. Since the cathode pressure is maintained at
a constant, the decreasing oxygen partial pressure along the channel tends to produce a
monotonically increasing partial pressure of nitrogen, whereas the increasing vapor partial
pressure leads to an opposite trend. The turning point in thesubplot for PCAN2 indicates the
location where the effect of vapor pressure becomes less dominant as it approaches the
saturation pressure. In the lower subplot of Fig. 4.5, the KN2 of ROM is larger than that of
FOM in order to match the rate of N2 accumulation in the FOM, which is consistent with
the prior assumption of a saturated anode channel.
A comparison of the ROM predictions based on these assumptions against the actual
parameter values by the FOM simulation is presented in Figs.4.6 and 4.7. The evolutions
of PANN2 from both FOM and ROM are shown in Fig. 4.6. An equilibrium hasbeen achieved
since the changes after t=5000 s are slight in both FOM and ROM, with a nitrogen blanket-
ing front at approximately 0.6 fractional channel location. The ROM can not only predict
the N2 distribution under equilibrium, but also capture the evoluti n toward equilibrium
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Figure 4.7 The full-order model and reduced-order model predicted evolution of local current
density toward equilibrium with the same operating conditions as in Fig. 4.5.
accurately since the N2 distributions at selected times are very close from both models.
Fig. 4.7 presents the evolutions of local current from both models. The ROM predicts a
monotonically decreasing local current along the channel,whereas the FOM demonstrates
the non-monotonic spatial variation of local current. Since the ROM assumes a constant
membrane state along the channel and the local current depens only the local H2 concen-
tration, it cannot capture the non-monotonic local currentdis ribution due to a combined
effect from membrane self-humidification by the reaction geerated water and hydrogen
depletion along the channel. The FOM can predict the non-homogeneity with additional
membrane states.
4.4 Parametric Sensitivity
We have shown that the ROM can predict the nitrogen evolutiontoward an equilibrium
(Fig. 4.6) with satisfactory accuracy against the FOM. However, this finding only shows
the validity of the ROM under one set of operating conditions. It is also of interest to exam-
ine whether the parametric sensitivity of the ROM is consistent with that of experimental
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Figure 4.8 The reduced-order model predicted anode N2 partial pressure and local current density
distribution at equilibrium with increasing cathode pressures from 2.4, 3.0 to4.0 psig. The other
operating conditions are the same as those in Fig. 4.5.
data. Cathode pressure is chosen to perform this parametric study.
Fig. 4.8 presents the distributions of nitrogen partial pressure and local current den-
sity under equilibrium from the ROM simulations with increasing cathode pressures. The
upper subplot shows that more channel region becomes blanketed as the cathode pressure
increases. Correspondingly, the local current density in the non-blanketing region increases
dramatically, as shown in the lower subplot. When PCA increases to 4.0 psig, the local cur-
rent density can exceed three times the average current densi y, which leads to a high local
water generation rate and tends to shut down the cell. These findings are consistent with
the experimental observations shown in Fig. 4.4 in which an equilibrium with reasonable
power output (anode channel partially blanketed by N2) was not found for higher cathode
pressures.
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Figure 4.9 The voltage evolution with purging disabled. The experimental conditions are0.2
A/cm2 current density, 65◦C cell temperature, 60% cathode supply RH, 4.0/2.4 psig anode/cathode
pressure, and 2.5 cathode SR. The flow-through polarization evaluations were performed period-
ically after the purge. The numbers from one to six correspond to the six polarization curves in
Fig. 4.10
4.5 Degradation under Equilibrium
Under the equilibrium operation, the fuel starvation condition at the channel end remains
until a purge is performed. Thus, the carbon corrosion and associated voltage degradation
become non-negligible. Figure 4.9 presents the voltage evolution during the extended DEA
operation, and Fig. 4.10 shows the flow-through polarizations after performing each purg-
ing labeled in Fig. 4.9. The experimental data indicate the gradual and irreversible decay
of after-purge voltage, as shown in Fig. 4.9. It is not clear as to whether an equilibrium
had been achieved between certain purges, e.g., the No. 2 andNo. 3 purges. Also, an
explanation lacks for the recovery of pre-purging voltage observed after the No. 3 purge.
Nevertheless, an evaluation of the influences from carbon corrosi n on polarization can
be performed, as shown in Fig. 4.10. The initial carbon loading is assumed to be 0.21
mg/cm2 (constant along the channel) together with a Pt/C ratio of one in order to match
the first polarization curve from experimental data. The subsequent two polarizations after
the No. 2 and No. 3 purges show satisfactory agreement with the simulation results after
identical time of DEA operation. After the No. 3 purge, the simulation predicts higher
polarizations than the experiment creates probably due to the membrane degradation that
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Figure 4.10 The polarization drop due to the equilibrium operation corresponding to the six eval-
uations in Fig. 4.9. The dashed lines indicate the simulation results whereas all markers re from
experiments. The operating conditions for flow-through polarizations are65◦C cell temperature,
100% anode/cathode supply RH, 4.0/4.0 psig anode/cathode pressure, and 1.2/2.5 anode/cathode
SR.
is not captured by modeling.
The durability becomes a concern if the DEA cell is operated un er the equilibrium
mode (purging disabled). The degradation can be alleviatedby removing or reducing the
catalyst loading in the fuel starvation region, since it hasbeen shown in Chapter 2 that the
corrosion rate depends highly on the Pt loading. In the channel-e d regions that suffer com-
plete fuel starvation, Pt loading is unnecessary. Essentially, he novel design appears to be
a normally working cell in parallel to a nitrogen and water reservoir, the size ratio between
which can be determined by our validated model. Such a novel DEA cell with variable




The evolution of the nitrogen blanketing front and subsequent equilibrium in dead-ended
anode operation of a fuel cell is shown to depend on the nitrogen distribution in the an-
ode channel. The equilibrium mechanism can be summarized aszero net flux of nitrogen
crossover through the membrane. For a wide range of cathode pressure, the simulation re-
sults from the tuned full-order model (FOM) match the experim ntal data with satisfactory
accuracy. Both the FOM simulation and experimental data indicate the existence of such
equilibrium, represented by voltage evolution toward a stedy state, under certain operating
conditions. The voltage degradation under equilibrium andthe corresponding polarization
drop are identified.
An assumption for the functional dependence of local current d sity on the N2 partial
pressure in the anode is used to calculate the convective velocity. This enables the formula-
tion of a simplified single-state second-order PDE system tostudy the equilibrium behavior
under DEA operation. The reduced-order model (ROM) can predict the evolution of N2
partial pressure toward equilibrium with satisfactory accura y as compared with the FOM.
It also can capture the influences of cathode pressure on the distributions of nitrogen and
local current density under equilibrium, indicating a consistent trend with the experimental
data. In the future, the assumption of uniform cathode over-potential will be relaxed and
a distributed voltage model will be incorporated into the ROM framework, thus enabling
comparison with the equilibrium voltage data from the experim nts. It is also of interest
to examine the influences of geometrical parameters such as cannel depth on the equilib-
rium by both experiments and full-order modeling, in addition to the operating parameters
such as cathode pressure shown in Fig. 4.4. Furthermore, design and testing of a novel cell
with variable catalyst loading and therefore improved resistance to carbon corrosion are
necessary to operate a DEA cell without purging in low-powerapplications.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Research Motivation Revisited
The dead-ended anode operation of fuel cells, as opposed to the flow-through modes, has
several attractive advantages, such as reduced system weight, cost, and complexity which
make it a potential candidate for portable power applications. Our prior work has shown
the nitrogen front evolution and voltage drop in DEA operation from both modeling and
experiment. The nitrogen blanketing and water flooding in the anode generally lead to the
local fuel starvation, which raises a concern of durability.
Advancing the prior study on nitrogen front evolution in DEAcell by dynamic model
development [82], this dissertation research has focused on the practical aspects of the
DEA operation, i.e., durability and efficiency, that are essential for developing a commer-
cial system based on a DEA architecture. It is unclear that whether the simplified system
architecture and reduced cost are offset by the shorter lifetime due to the degradation is-
sue. By the optimization of the purging schedule, it is anticipated to improve the lifetime
efficiency while maintaining the simplified system architecture. It is also of interest to
explore the simplest way to operate a fuel cell, a DEA cell with purging disabled being
one possibility. Such a system will feature fewest BOP components and efforts in purging
optimization, yet suffer from small power density and shortlife ime.
5.2 Summary of Findings
In this thesis, the cathode carbon corrosion due to the anodefuel starvation is studied via
simulation. To better predict the voltage degradation, themodel also captures the loss of ac-
tive catalytic sites due to carbon corrosion by correlatingit with the amount of carbon mass
remained in the catalyst layer via a power law. The cathode carbon corrosion rate exhibits
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spatiotemporal evolution along the channel, with the highest rate found at the channel-
end region before the purge when the hydrogen starvation is most severe (Section 2.7).
If the purge can be scheduled before severe hydrogen starvation, the carbon corrosion at
the channel end and therefore the voltage degradation will be greatly mitigated. In the in-
let and middle channel regions, the corrosion rate is normally mild due to the availability
of hydrogen fuel with reasonable cycle duration and currentload. The decreasing volt-
age in galvanostatic DEA operation in fact mitigates the cathode carbon corrosion rate by
reducing the interfacial potential between membrane and electrode in the cathode.
Motivated by the influences of purge scheduling on the durability, the cycle duration
and purge interval were optimized in order to achieve highest lif time efficiency of a DEA
cell. The lifetime efficiency is defined upon three interrelat d objectives: the hydrogen loss
during the purge, the average voltage output between the purges, and the voltage decrease
due to the carbon corrosion caused by hydrogen starvation over the lifetime of the DEA
operation. The study therefore elucidates the following concerns on DEA operation. First,
how does one achieve high hydrogen utilization? Although the DEA operation reaches
anode stoichiometry ratio of unity within a cycle, there could be hydrogen loss due to the
purge between two consecutive cycles. This part of hydrogenloss should be considered
while evaluating the overall hydrogen economy. Second, although it is usually stated as one
major benefit of DEA operation, is it worthwhile to achieve hig est hydrogen utilization?
We have shown that, for some operating conditions, controlig the purge interval can
achieve highest hydrogen utilization, or zero hydrogen loss during the purge (Subsec-
tion 3.5.1). However, with such an operating schedule, the lifetime efficiency is not highest
because of the more severe carbon corrosion and additional amount of voltage degrada-
tion, as well as the smaller average voltage in a cycle due to the incomplete removal of the
accumulated nitrogen in the channel end. Considering cycle duration and purge interval
together, it is found that a medium cycle duration without sever hydrogen starvation at the
channel end together with a short purge interval leads to thebest DEA cell efficiency at a
current density of 0.6 A/cm2 (Subsection 3.5.4). Also, the simulation shows small variation
of efficiency within the target domain, which suggests that,as long as the purge interval
can be selected from the target range, further optimizationmay not be necessary.
After the optimization study on the purge scheduling, the focus was finally on the DEA
operation without purging, which is the simplest way to operat a fuel cell. Both simula-
tion and experimental results indicate that an equilibriumn galvanostatic DEA operation,
which achieves relatively small power, can be established with low cathode RH and pres-
sure as well as reduced current load (Section 4.2). It is possible to operate the DEA cell
under this equilibrium condition as long as the carbon corrosion due to the extended dura-
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tion of fuel starvation can be alleviated by novel cell design.
The present modeling of the spatiotemporal evolution of species and local potential
provides a comprehensive foundation for modeling other power systems. The model-based
lifetime efficiency evaluation and analysis including the degradation effects can be also
used to examine other peer systems. Therefore, this dissertation work not only addresses
the concerns in developing a commercial DEA fuel cell system, but also provides useful
tools for general power system analysis and development. For example, in a mainstream
fuel cell system that applies anode recirculation, there isalso nitrogen and water crossover
and accumulation in the anode [101]. The periodic anode purging is necessary to remove
the impurities and to maintain sufficient hydrogen concentration. The present modeling
framework of species distribution in the anode and purge flowcan be readily utilized in the
RCA system due to the similarity, although modification to fit the open-ended anode and
consideration of hydrogen pulsation [118] are necessary. The carbon corrosion submodel
and purge optimization technique also remain valid and can be used directly in an RCA
scenario.
5.2.1 Highlights of Key Findings
Given the specific operating conditions reported in Section3.5, the significant findings
from model-based purge optimization are summarized below:
– With a short purge interval (54 ms), there is 10 mV irreversible decay of after-purge
voltage throughout 38 h DEA operation, corresponding to a 25% loss of carbon mass at 0.9
fractional channel location (Fig. 3.6).
– The lifetime efficiency of a DEA cell can be improved from<20% to around 50%
by simply reducing the purge interval from 900 ms to the minimum operating time of the
solenoid valve (Fig. 3.3).
– With a medium cycle duration of 600 s, the lifetime efficiency is highest. A 4%
efficiency increase (approximately from 47% to 51%) has beenachieved by optimization
within the target domain (Fig. 3.13).
– The most efficient cycle duration of 600 s leads to an irreversible decay of about 5
mV in after-purge voltage after 33 h DEA operation (Fig. 3.14)
– As shown in Figs. 3.14 and 3.13, the shortest cycle duration(100 s) yields the max-
imum energy output (2020 KJ) within the 33 h DEA operation andthe minimum voltage
decay (1 mV), with the associated lifetime efficiency being lowest in the target domain




The dissertation research can be further extended in the following aspects. First, the isother-
mal assumption in the present model may introduce non-negligible error due to the uneven
local current distribution, and therefore heat generation, observed with many operating
conditions in DEA operation. The isothermal assumption shall be relaxed in the future.
Second, the RH cycling and chemical degradation on the membrane applies additional in-
fluences on the DEA cell. Severe membrane degradation has been o s rved in an aged cell
with DEA [39, 25]. The voltage discrepancy between present model and experiment shown
in Fig. 3.7 suggests the influence of ongoing membrane degradation that has not been mod-
eled. A thorough investigation of the membrane degradationduring DEA operation thus
becomes essential.
The oxidization of carbon, dissolution and mitigation (or particle size change) of Pt
and membrane polymer decomposition lead to a combined degraation and the individual
contribution is difficult to be separated. To examine the degradation solely from mem-
brane, very small current load is desired (less than 0.1 A/cm2) to minimize the carbon
corrosion. However, such degradation test may be extremelytime consuming and special
accelerated stress testing (AST) needs to be designed for the DEA cell. Alternatively, a
modeling approach can be conducted to capture the species concentration relating to the
membrane chemical degradation and the corresponding voltage decay, some prior works
being Refs. [131, 132, 133]. Nevertheless, the physical deformation/delamination of the
membrane [25] due to the cycling and dry conditions can hardly be captured by modeling
and still requires AST to investigate.
It is necessary to extend the present study of carbon corrosin modeling. Due to the un-
availability of a CO2 analyzer, the carbon corrosion rate (iC,0) has not been tuned directly.
Instead, the value of iC,0 is taken from the literature and validated with the voltage degra-
dation data. It is of interest to determine the parameter values of iC,0 andq from systematic
experiment with direct measurement of CO2 ppm at the cathode outlet. For different types
of carbon, these two parameters vary, indicating differentsistances against corrosion.
From the system prospective, the present model can be incorporated into a fuel cell
system-level model to evaluate the trade-off between cost and power density. Specifically,
the statement of cost reduction due to the system simplification does not take into account
the relatively low power density of a DEA fuel cell when comparing with the RCA system.
A further evaluation of $/Kw from both systems is very necessary. To this end, the BOP
components should be modeled in addition to the DEA cell itself.
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